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ABSTRACT
Digital printing technologies introduced in 1994 opened new possibilities for printing high
quality low quantity four color documents. Documents could bemanufactured faster and at a more
affordable cost than ever before. Along with the introduction of digital presses such as the Xeikon
DCP- 1 and Indigo E-Print 1000 came the expectation that this new printing technology would grow
at a highly accelerated rate. To the disappointment ofmany companies that invested in this technol
ogy, growth has beenmuch slower than anticipated.
Lack ofmarket growth is attributed to an uninformed client base, one unable to understand
how this technology can service its needs. When clients require only 50 to 1000 copies of a
document, the issue of profitability exists. Digital presses are certainly more efficient with run
lengths that are shorter since there are no films or plates. They require minimal make ready such as
mounting plates and running the press until optimal inking of the substrate. Unlike conventional
printing workflow, proofs are generated on the digital press when required. The inefficiencies in
digital printing reside in the prepress function since the workflow is the same as traditional
prepress with the exception of the proofing process. This is due to the high apportioned cost of
prepress in relation to the short run length when compared to traditional printing.
The purpose of this paper was to develop and show how an operational model predicts the
profitability of prepress operations
when digital printing with a Xeikon engine. Experience
indicates that digital printing can be worthwhile despite the cost of prepress. The initial model
assumed that all documents introduced into the work flow were press ready. Due to the variety of
difficulties encountered in prepress production, amore accurate model could only be created after
recording and analyzing
relevant prepress data. The revised model provided better insight into
vi
prepress efficiency and profitability of digital printing using aXeikon engine with some interesting
results. Prepress operations including printing is responsible for about 25% of the selling cost
well under the typical 40% goal set by industry standard. Since the average impressions run was
over 550, additional time required to insure jobs submitted are press ready that even doubled the
prepress time has little impact on the final cost of a job. This is due to the efficiency of the tools
used to prepare jobs. The average length of time to prepare a job is 20 minutes, therefor, the use of
40minutes would typically add less than seven dollars to the manufacturing cost of production.
When prepress requires corrections the cost of prepress increases by less than half a percent,






Digital printingwas to revolutionize the printing industry. Countless articles published in the
professional trade journals proclaimed the advances in technology and service provided by this
new medium. The advantages included the decreased turnaround time for the final product, in
creasedworkflow efficiency during production, and reduced inventory and waste from excess
printing.1
The process also opened new marketing leverage in the form of short-run print
on-
demand four color and variable data
printing.2
Four years ago the industry was a flurry with excitementwith the introduction ofdigital
presses such as the Indigo E-Print 1000 and Xeikon DCP-1. Predictions at that time indicated the
market for digital printing was about to explode with
growth.3
Presently, the growth of the digital
printing industry has proved disappointing. Few companies exist today with their sole business
dependant on digital printing. Some companies have included digital printing to supplement their
traditional printing trade, but few reported earning profits deriving from digital
printing.4
In 1995,
R.R. Donnelley investedmillions in a state of the art facility in Memphis Tennessee only to dis
solve a major portion of that facility a few years
later.5
The reasons for failure in growth are numerous and complicated. The process of educating the
market is taking longer than anticipated. Many potential clients are still not aware that high quality
short run color is affordable or how to use variable data effectively. Perceived quality and value
1
of output is another reason for growth failure. Clients aware of digital printing frequently feel
offset lithography provides higher quality for almost the same delivery time. In addition, due to the
high costs of supplies for digital presses such as the Xeikon, run lengths over a thousand impres
sions make digital printing less cost effective than traditional printingmethods. The introduction of
less expensive and fast high quality color copiers also effect the market, especially for run lengths
of less than 30 impressions. Finally, the production workflow process is not as seamless as de
sired. Preparation of documents still require similar prepress procedures as that of traditional
printing.While traditional printing typically requires the creation of films and proofs, direct to
plate technology allows for workflow to be almost as efficient as in digital printing.
Solutions to the challenges facing digital printing look promising. Market awareness contin
ues to increase and the quality of the printed product delivered by digital printing steadily im
proves with the introduction of new technologies. The cost ofprinting is expected to decrease as
the use of consumables increase with the placement of new digital presses. Issues revolving
around production workflow, specifically prepress, may in fact provide the largest challenge in
allowing for digital printing to become a truly profitable enterprise.
Present desktop prepress technology has matured to be cost effective for traditional printing.
Since digital printing uses the same technology, it should also apply to this medium. Yet, amajor
issue exists indicating that thismay not be true. Quality digital printing requires comparable
prepress, yet the cost per impression increases due to the decreased run lengths. Since prepress
costsmust be apportioned over fewer impressions, workflow must be very efficient. Unfortunately,
typical prepress for digital printing encompass some unique issues that hinder efficiency. These
issues need to be addressed and understood to insure the viability of digital printing.
Serious problems with digital printing may result from the high cost of prepress. One method
to make digital printing affordable is to shift the burden of prepress onto the clients. Since digital
printing attracts clients with smaller budgets, many can not afford the services ofprofessionals
who understand the proper preparation ofdocuments. Instead, clients attempt to create documents
using a wide array of applications; some of which are not well suited for high quality output. This
actually drives the preparatory costs even higher when the digital printer assumes the responsibil
ity ofmaking their clients files press ready. Common problems such as missing fonts, poor scans
or inadequate resolution of graphics contribute to delays. Once again the costs of prepress are
driven up. Clients who have chosen digital printing because of its publicized affordability are
frequently reluctant to assume the additional costs due to theirmistakes.
Contract proofs present another element of concern. Traditional proofingmethods are not cost
effective for digital printing since they either require films or a redundant digital color proofing
technology. Therefore; the digital press is typically used for press proofs. The real issue is not
how the proofwas created since the additional cost of the proofmust be included into the total job
cost. Often, clients using digital printing for affordable color printing are not willing to accept the
cost of additional proofs to insure the job is printed properly.
Background and Significance
This thesis was designed to explore the productivity and profitability of prepress in an existing
digital printing facility which uses the Xeikon DCP-32/D press. To facilitate understanding of
this digital printing facility, background information about the print engine of theXeikonDCP-32/D
and the printing facility is required.
Xeikon DCP-1
The Xeikon Corporation, founded inAugust 1988, began operations in 1989 to develop a
LED-based variable spot electrophotostatic print engine. Xeikon began production of the DCP-1
and began placements onApril 5,
1994.6
The original configuration utilized a Harlequin RIP
(Raster Image Processor) running on a dedicated 486 processor. A second option of using the
Barco FastRip running on aDECAlphaAXP 233 MHz processor substantially reduced RIP times
and provided dramatic improvements in productivity. (Xeikon uses a naming convention inwhich
configurations using the Barco FastRip are indicated as DCP-l/F. As hardware upgrades are
added to the engine the name changes to allow the engine configuration to easily be identified.) A
third piece of hardware called a PrintStreamer was dedicated to be used with the Barco FastRip.
The function of the PrintStreamer was to collect post-RIPed files on large spooling hard disks. The
interface between the PrintStreamerwas of sufficient bandwidth to provide data fast enough to
printed collated documents and support variable
data.7
The Xeikon DCP-l/F is a web fed press with potentially ten print engines, though presently
only eight are utilized. Half the print engines are dedicated to each side of the web allowing for the
press to print perfected documents with only one pass through themachine. Originally the two
extra bays for the remaining print engines were to be used for future developments with clear
glossing toners, but Xeikon instead released the GEM unit in 1996 for the purpose of calendering
the toner into a glossy surface. The new configuration is called
DCP-32/D.8
The XeikonDCP-32/D used dry toner and developer for its imaging. While the addressability
of the LED arrays are limited to 600 dpi, each screened dot is multi-bit allowing for screen rulings
as high as 170 lpi.While the Harlequin RIP can image a dot with six bits, the Barco FastRip is
still limited to four bits per screened dot. The advantage ofusing amulti-bit dot is the density of
the dot (applied toner) can change without affecting the size of the dot. Four bit dots have 16
density levels while six bit dots have 64 levels. This allows the engine to print at high screen
rulings such as 170 lpi (lines per inch) with an addressabilty of only 600 dots per inch.
Many different types of substrates can be printed on the Xeikon DCP-32/D. These include
matte and glossy papers ranging from
80g/m2
to 240g/m2. In addition, crack and peel label stock,
transparency, and synthetic paper (generally forms of plastic) are available from several vendors.
Successful printing on different substrates requires several parameters. Since the process is
electrostatic, humidity, conditioning (preparing of the substrate with the use ofheating elements),
and electrical currents must be closely monitored. The weight of the paper influences both condi
tioning and registration of the image. To assist the operator, script tables exist for every approved
substrate, but for optimal printing a knowledgeable operatormust make adjustments during printing.
BarcoFastRip
Several screening options exist on the Barco FastRip. These include three proprietary screen
ing methods called Soficlies, Classic, and Combined. Soficlies uses a dedicated line screen while
Classic simulates traditional offset screening. Combined is a mixture of the Soficlies and Classic
screening. Additional options exist to control bit depth, dot gain, duplexing, and rotation.When a
PostScript file is RIPed with different options, the printed result changes. This is advantageous for
productivity since it does not require prepress to regenerate PostScript files should the job require
re-RIPing. Since the screening is proprietary, the RIP overrides all screening information included
in the PostScript file.
Production Environment
The digital printer supplying the data for this thesis isMerlin International Incorporated. The
company acquired aXeikon DCP-l/F in February 1995 in alliance with Nashua Corporation to
develop digital photo finishing technology. The company operated as a research and development
organization until June 1995 when funding for the research and development efforts became
exhausted.Aftermanagement and ownership was restructured,Merlin International became the
first Xeikon based commercial digital printing facility in Rochester, New York. During the second
quarter of 1996, Merlin upgraded its DCP-1 digital press to a DCP-32/D with the acquisition of a
GEM unit. A second upgrade occurred inMarch 1998 whenMerlin addedmemory to allow for
printing collated documents and to prepare for variable data services. In November 1998 Merlin
International moved to a new facility to accommodate the acquiring of aXerox DocuColor 70.
While the engine is the same as the Xeikon DCP- 1
,
major differences exist in the DFE (Digital
Front End). The DocuColor 70 is driven with one of two different RIPs, Scitex SX3000 or Fiery
ZX-70.Merlin International has both RIPs though only one can be used at a time.
Prepress
The equipment used in prepress production was state of the art in 1995. TwoMacintosh
workstations with current software easily supported all preparatory work. Since inception, the
facility has stayed current withmost releases ofpublishing software. Some hardware upgrades
have included various removablemedia drives to insure compatibility with clients. In addition, a
CD-RW (Compact Disk re-writable) drive was acquired to store all clients jobs. This provided a
marketing advantage that allowed theMerlin to easily and quickly reprint ormodify documents
when requested. The original twoMacintosh 7100/80AVworkstations were upgraded June 1998.
One Macintosh 7 100/80AV became a dedicated preflightworkstation. The otherMacintosh
was replaced with two 266 MHz G3 workstations. Both workstations use MacOS 8. 1 and are
configuredwith 160MB ofRAM (RandomAccessMemory), 4 gigabyte ultra-wide SCSI (Small
Computer Systems Interface) drive, 20 inchmonitors and lOObaseT ethernet network cards. In
November 1998, one additional 333 MHz G3 workstation operating underMac OS 8.5 was added
to support the DocuColor 70. The third G3 was configured with 128MB ofRAM, 9 gigabyte
ultrawide SCSI drive, 20 inchmonitor and lOObaseT ethernet card.
Initially themajority of client's submitted work was created on theMacintosh platform. In
1995 Merlin acquired the first client to submitted work on theMicrosoftWindows 3.11 platform.
Since then, growth ofjobs created usingMicrosoft Windows (3.11, 95, 98 NT 3.51 or NT 4.0) has
grown to over 20%. To accommodate this growing demand,Merlin purchased QuarkXpress 4.04,
Adobe PageMaker 6.5, Adobe Photoshop 5.0, Corel Draw 8.0,Microsoft Office 97, Microsoft
Publisher, and Lotus Suite software dedicated to the PC platform. Merlin used a 120 MHz Pentium
processor configured with 48Mb ofRam and 13 inchmonitor until June 1998.
The PC workstation was replaced with a 266 MHz Pentium II configured with 128Mb ofRAM, 6
gigabyte drive, 24X CD ROM drive and 20 inchmonitor. In November 1998, a second 400 MHz
Pentium II workstation similarly configured to the previous workstation was added to support the
DocuColor 70.
The PC platform poses additional challenges in prepress since a large percentage of the jobs
submitted toMerlin are created by people who have little expertise preparing documents for
printing on a digital press. A second issue which can cause problems in production is that the
Barco FastRip is designed to process PostScript files generated on theMacintosh platform.While
few problems occur with PostScript generated from theAdobe software applications, all other PC
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programs typically introduce unique anomalies. To print successfully from these applications,
these anomalies are documented and a work-around procedure are implemented to solve the
problem.
Workflow
Typically jobs are submitted on magnetic media such as a Zip disk (Mac or PC formatted).
Files are also retrieved through E-mail, or ftp server connected to the internet with a T-l connec
tion. On rare occasions, Merlin International is responsible for the creation of files. All files enter
workflow through a dedicated preflight workstation. This dedicated workstation allows for imme
diate inspection of the files when the client delivers the job. One entry point for files also assists
in preventing viruses from infecting the production workstations. Files are firstmanually inspected
in their native applications to insure that they are properly prepared for PostScript generation.
When necessary, Xeikon dependant elements such as a process black ( black composed ofmore
than one toner) and finishing elements (crop and score marks) are added to insure printing feasibil
ity. Then all document files are processed thoughMarkzware Flightcheck. Flightcheck identifies
potential problems such as missing fonts and images, insufficient resolution of raster graphics, or
graphics in RGB color space. After confirmation of high resolution graphics, fonts and required
engine elements, a PostScript file is created on the Barco print server. Instructions are provided to
the press operator describing duplexing (front to back imposition), orientation, screening, and bit
depth toRIP the file.
Reasons for Interest
Digital printers face many new challenges as the use of digital printing increases in popular
ity. Prepress issues required to properly prepare documents for digital printing deserve analysis.
The problems facing the digital prepress department are exceedingly intricate. These complexities
can be classified into six basic categories: hardware function, software usage and function, pro
duction workflow, press function, client input/modifications and operator errors. All of these
issues effect productivity and profitability for the digital printer.
Identifying these problem issues and their effect on productivity and profitability and the
solution of these problems is necessary forMerlin to preserve a competitive advantage in the
marketplace. Merlin and other digital printers who specialize in short run color printing face a
special challenge in that prepress costs must be apportioned over a short run length when com
pared with traditional printing. To remain profitable, it is necessary for submitted documents to be
press ready, however, it is not always possible to expect clients to effectively prepare press ready
documents. For this reason, the prepress departmentmust incorporate ways to evaluate the re
quired efficiency of prepress production. As the Director ofPrepress atMerlin International, this
thesis research provided the opportunity to perform such an evaluation which is both feasible and
essential forMerlin to be productive and profitable.
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Prepress preparation of documents for printing on the Xeikon DCP-32/D is similar to prepar
ing documents for traditional printing. All workflow techniques prior to the RIP (raster image
processor) for an imagesetter are also used in digital printing.When the digital printer operates as
a short run on-demand facility, the cost ofprepress per job becomes a much higher percentage of
job expense than in traditional printing. Profitabilitymodels based on the cost ofmaterials, over
head and labor can clearly illustrate that short-run digital printing is profitable when only press
ready jobs are accepted, however, this is clearly not how the majority of jobs arrive. For this
reason, this thesis investigated the effect that prepress has on the productivity and profitability of
digital printing by collecting data from a commercial printer that exclusively uses theXeikon
DCP-32/D print engines.
It is hypothesized that the expense ofperforming digital prepress for the purpose of short-run
on-demand printing on aXeikon DCP-32/D is not profitable when the average run length of a job
is less than 500 impressions. It is also hypothesized that prepress procedures cease to be so
detrimental to profitabilitywhen average run lengths increase to more than 1500 impressions or




One method for evaluating the cost effectiveness ofprepress for digital printing on the Xeikon
DCP-32/D involved developing amathematical model for predicting costs and profitability. The
model was based on the following formula: (cost ofmaterials + cost of labor + amortization of
equipment + operational overhead) times desiredmargin = theoretical selling price. The costs of
prepress reside mostly in labor and amortization. Once developed, the model benchmarks against
production data should provide improved insight into the capacity of the XeikonDCP-32/D and
the required efficiency of prepress to sustain the press.
General assumptions for model creation
Xeikon DCP-32/D capacity
The maximum speed of the Xeikon digital press is 35 perfected letter sized documents per
minute or 2100 impressions per hour. Under ideal conditions the Xeikon could produce 16800
duplexed copies per eight hour shift. Themodel becomes more accurate when the following
assumptions about press capacity are included. One hour of each shift is allocated to required
maintenance.An additional one and a half hours is required for production maintenance such as
changing paper and checking
registration. Forty-fivemore minutes are required for diagnosing
production problems such as printing artifacts, toner transfer problems, mechanical failures, or
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software difficulties.With these assumptions the Xeikon digital press can yield approximately
9,750 duplex documents per eight hour shift. The time requirements are estimates based upon
manufacturing experience atMerlin International.
Job Characteristics
The majority ofdocumentsmanufactured with theXeikonDCP-32/F are either letter or
tabloid in dimensions. The presses capability to efficiently print two sides at the same time may
be one reason whymore duplexed documents are printed than simplex. Run lengths ofjobs can
range from one copy to 2500 or more. Run lengths normally range from 50 to 1000 copies. Produc
tion atMerlin originally estimated the average run-length to be approximately 380 copies. Data
collected provided a more accurate estimate of the average run lengths.
Documents printed on the Xeikon digital press typically fall into the following categories:
Simplex (S): A document that is only printed on one side of the paper.
Duplex (D): Adocument that is printed on both sides of the paper at the same time.
Letter (L): A documentwith a finished trim size of 8.5x 1 1 inches.
Tabloid (T): A documentwith a finished trim size of 1 1x17 inches.
Multi-page (M): A document that contains two or more sheets ofpaper.
For recording purposes the number following the letter M will indicate how many
sheets are in the document.
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Frequently the Xeikon digital press is utilized to print documents with special attributes.
Examples of this include CD inserts of varying page numbers, CD tray cards, one and two sided
business cards, invitations, postcards, real estate facts sheets, and unique sized publications. To
facilitate efficient production and optimal use of the web, blank templates are used when possible
for preparing the document. This requires an extra step for prepress of exporting the proper ele
ments of the clients document into the template. The client is not expected to know how to effi
ciently set up their documents, therefore, the additional prepress costs must be apportioned into the
total cost of the printed job.
Template (X): Documents utilizing a template for proper preperation.
Unique (U): Documents of a unique size requiring special attention to page setup
and finishingmarks.
TimingAssumptions
Assuming a document is press ready, the following are estimated times typically required to
prepare a job. This includes the time to transfer source files to the workstation's hard drive,
preflight the job, open the document, activate fonts, verify links to graphics, establish page setup
and printermarks, and submit the job to the press. Until additional data was collected to more
accurately measure preparation times, these
assumptions were based on past experience of pro
duction performed atMerlin International.
Single sheet documents:
Letter Simplex (LS) 15 minutes
LetterDuplex (LD) 20minutes
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Tabloid Simplex (TS) 20minutes
Tabloid Duplex (TD) 25 minutes
Multipage Documents
Letter Simplex or Duplex (LSM or LDM): Add 4 minutes per additional
sheet.
Tabloid Simplex or Duplex (TSM or TDM): Add 6 minutes per additional sheet.
Documentswith additional considerations
Template documents (XS orXD): Fortyminutes to layout clients files into a one sheet
template simplex or duplex.
Uniques sized documents (US orUD) Thirtyminutes for simplex and 35 minutes for
duplex. The extra time is required for page setup and unique finishing
marks.
Fulfilling Theoretical Press Capacity
During an eight-hour day a prepress operator on one workstation could prepare 24 LD jobs.
When all job run lengths are averaged 380 (the average of typical run lengths), one prepress
operator would provide 93% capacity of the press with 9120 impressions.
Optimal Production Model
The model design used for this thesis describes an optimized workflow. The model does not
take into account inefficiencies of production such as client-input errors, operator errors, and
technical failures. Although this model was designed to predict the costs and profitability under
optimal conditions, the data collected for this thesis from actual production conditions measured
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real efficiencies of the process to determine what degree prepress is responsible for the high cost
of digital printing. This provided information as to the true efficiency and productivity of the
process and indicated the true cost relationship of prepress to the profitability of digital printing
using the Xeikon DCP-32/D.
Since operational models can be quite complicated, for the purpose of this thesis a simplified
version with an emphasis on prepress was defined. The cost of operation is one of two types:
fixed and variable costs. Fixed costs are defined as costs incurred for the operation of the facility
that do not change in regards to the amount ofproduction; rent, bank loans, utilities, and labor,
since salaries must be paid regardless of the work load. Variable cost are dependant upon the
amount ofproduction; paper, toner, developer, and all consumables used in the Xeikon DCP-32/D
print engine, such as drums and corona wires.
Pricing the printed product andMerlin's services can be determined by either of two meth
ods. This author did not presume one was better than the other. The firstmethod is to attempt to
sell the product based on what the market will bear. The second is to attempt to derive a selling
price from adding a desiredmargin of profit to the cost ofmanufacturing the printed pieces. Re
gardless of the pricing method, it is essential to understand production costs.
For the model used in this thesis, production costs were based on the cost of one printed letter
sized page. The actual cost of a page were derived from following: toner and developer consump
tion, drum usage, paper, press operator labor, and prepress time (the time for prepress to submit a
job for printing). Even though labor is a fixed cost when there is production, transferal of labor to
actual production lowers overhead costs. Toner coverage and substrate also influence the cost of
the printed page. In an effort tomaintain simplicity, in themodel, two assumptions were made.
First, while light or heavy toner coverage can dramatically influence the toner cost inmanufactur-
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ing, especially on large documents or longer runs, the average toner coverage used for this model
was medium coverage. Second, paper costs range from three to nine cents per letter sized sheet
with the price increasing as the weight becomes heavier. Since the majority of papers run are of a
medium weight, the average of six and half cents per sheet was used.
Table I : Manufacturing Cost of a Single Sided Letter Sized Document
Item: Cost ofSupply ExpectedYield Cost per page
Toner $170.00 4,000 impressions $0.0425
Developer $1,125.00 150,000 impressions $0.0075
Drums $1,300.00 300,000 impressions $0.0043
Paper $115.00 1900 sheets $0,065
Total consumable cost per one sided page $0.1193
A two sided page will use more toner and developer. The drums still rotate against the paper
as it passes through the print engine.
Total consumable cost per two sided page $0.1693
The prepress function and press operator functions were defined as labor for this model.
Since labor costs for the press operator increases as the run length become longer, apportioning
this labor cost into the cost per sheet was included in the model. At 1200 sheets per hour sheets
per hour being the optimal capacity for the Xeikon DCP-32/D and the cost of labor being $20.00
per hour (RIP times and operator costs), the total cost per sheet was $0.0167. Adding this cost to
the consumables cost provides the fixed cost for printing a page.ALS document (letter simplex)
costs $0,136 per page while a LD (letter duplex) costs $0,186.
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Prepress labor is the most complicated part of the model. The number of impressions is
inversely related to the cost of labor. Under optimal circumstances, fifteen minutes are required to
prepare a LS document (letter sized and single sided).
Table 2: Costs per LS Document (Letter Single Sided Page)







The following formula was used to determine the Cost per Page: ((Labor x Time) /
Impressions) + Fixed Cost per Page. Formulas to derive the cost per page for the
remainder of the Job Categories can be referred to in the appendixA.
Additional expenses are also incurred inmanufacturing. These costs include waste of con
sumables, packaging, transport, and overhead costs. For the purpose of this model, it were as
sumed that doubling the base cost ofmanufacturing will cover these expenses. The following chart









Table 3: Cost to print a Single Sided Letter Sized Document







The proceeding example from an optimal model indicates potential problems. Run lengths
over 500 impressions are clearly the most cost effective to run. The two factors that drive the cost
up are prepress and toner.
Evaluation of Data
Evaluation required dividing the task into the following parameters. First, global data for
each job processed over a three month period was be collected. This data included the following
information:
Date - Reference to what date and time the job entered the production schedule.
Job reference number - A number to identify each client to determine the number
and types of problems incured in production.
Platform - Native operating system of clients files. (Mac or PC)
Catagory
- Catogorizes the job to see where it fits in the optimal production model.
(Examples are LS, LD, TS, TD, MD16, XS, and UD)
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Description ofproblem - Recording the types ofproblems encountered with a file or
the lack of problems (Press ready files).
Cause ofProblem - Description of cause if known.
Correction Required - The actions required correcting any problems tomake a
document press ready.
Correction Code/Time - A correction code assigned to the problem and the time
expended to correct the error.
Iterations - The number of times required for a job to process through a proofing
cycle to accomplish press ready status.Automatically derived from the number of
times a Job Reference Number appears in the Job log.
Fault - Equipment, software errors or human errors responsible for a document not
achieving press ready status either by client of prepress personal atMerlin.
With the data, statistical analysis was determinedwhich problems fall into the six basic
categories: hardware, software, RIP/press, workflow, client error and operator error. Utimately
though, hardware was dropped due to the rare frequency of incidents. Categories were subdivided
if a specific type ofproblem become prevalent. An obvious example is the issue of fonts. Missing
or incomplete fonts fall under the client input category while font conflicts are a software problem.
Evaluation Charts
Data was collected using a daily job log. Information of all parameters was then recorded into an
Excel spreadsheet. The following histogram charts were then compiled from the worksheets:
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Frequency/PercentageChart by Five Basic Catagories
- The frequency of a
specific problem defined by the Correction Code as encountered over a three month
time span. The percentage was determined by dividing the frequency by the total
number ofjobs processed during the three month collection period. A seperate chart
was compiled for each of the five basic catagories: software, RIP/press, workflow,
client error, and operator error.
Percentage ofErrors - The percentage ofjobs compared to all jobs that
experienced a specific problem based on the Correction Code; (a) all jobs, (b) Mac
platform and (c) PC platform.
Percentage ofTime - Average time required to correct an error defined by the
correction code.
Average Cost of Specific Error - The cost was derived by examining the average
time for correcting a specific error.
Percentage/Quantity of Types of Jobs -The types of jobs defined by job
catagories processed (a) over a three month period and (b) monthly.
Statistical analysis of these charts determined the following issues: What issues caused the
loss ofproductivity?What is the ranking of problem types?What percentage of the cost is attrib
uted to the problem areas?
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CHAPTER 4
Equipment, Facilities, and Timetable
Collection of Data
All statistical data collected for evaluation in this project occurred at the facilities ofMerlin
International. The recording of data started February 1, 1999.
Equipment Usage
The equipment used in a production environment has a profound effect on productivity. For
this reason a description of the prepress production equipment follows.
Prepress Workstation Information
Documents prepared on theMacintosh platform utilize 3 PowerMac G3s (two 266MHz with
160Mb ofRAM and one 333 MHz with 1 28MB ofRAM) and one PowerMac 7 100/80 AV with
32Mb ofRAM used primarily for job input and preflighting. The prepress workstations include
either a six or nine gigabyte ultrawide scsi internal hard drive. An assortment of scanners and
removable media drives insure compatibility formost types of input.
Production for PC files is performed on a either 400MHz PentiumMMX with 128Mb of
RAM with a nine gigabyte internal hard drive or a 266 MHz Pentium Pro with 128Mb ofRAM and
a six gigabyte internal hard drive.
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Network
All workstations are connected via a lOObaseT network to a 233 MHz DEC Alfa print-server
running Windows NT3. 1 or 500MHz DECAlfa print-server runningWindow NT 4.0 The
Macintosh workstations useAppleTalk protocol while the PC use TCP/IP. The hubs are actually
lOObaseT switches capable of also supporting lObaseT connections without degrading network
performance.
RIPS
Production work for the Xeikon DCP-32/D is processed through the Barco RIP that resides
on the 233 MHz Dec Alfa print server. Since Windows NT3. 1 was not year 2000 compliant the
server was replaced with a 233 MHz Dec Alfa running windows NT4.0 November 1999. Produc
tion work for the DocuColor 70 (XeikonDCP-32/D print engine with a front end fromXerox
Corporation) used the Fiery ZX-70 RIP running on the 500MHz DecAlfa. AHarlequin RIP
running on a dedicated 486 is available but rarely used since its speed greatly hinders productiv
ity. A third Scitex RIP running on a PowerPC is also available, but its user interface is not as
flexible as the Barco. It's use in production is restricted to trouble shooting documents when the
Barco RIP rasterizes PostScript files improperly.
Time Table
Data for this project commenced with the recording of all prepress projects February 1 ,
1 999 While collection of data will continue indefinitely, the data for use in this project ceased
April 30, 1999. This provided insight into the operational procedures for three months with a
typical sample of data. This time schedule also allowed for the analysis of datawith sufficient





A total of458 jobs were submitted to the press for either proofs or printing during the months
ofFebruary,March andApril 1999. Subtracting the number ofmultiple proofs resulted in a total of
298 unique processed jobs during this period. The average numbers ofjobs processed during a
weekwas twenty three. Just over 78 percent of the jobs were submitted on theMacintosh platform.
The work load was well balanced between the Barco FastRip (53%) and the Fiery ZX70 (47%).
The total number of impressions run during this period was 258,589 with an average of 565 copies
per job. Interestingly, the highest number ofjobs were runs of over 1000 impressions at 23.5 %.
The reason for this is due to jobs such as labels that were then step and repeated at the press to
make more efficient use of the web. This would also account for the large number of unique
simplex sized jobs. Jobs in the 101 to 250 impression range (22%) was followed by 51 to 100
impressions (17%).
Single page jobs (simplex and duplex) constituted 85% of the work. Unexpectedly, over 23%
of the jobs were category UD (uniquely sized duplex documents). Real estate fact sheets are
responsible for the elevated percentage. One real estate client who rarely designs documents that
conform to standard letter and tabloid sizes was responsible for 17% of the total jobs processed.
Letter duplexed documents (16%) followed by unique simplex (14%), letter simplex (11%) and
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duplexed tabloid (7%). The remainder of the job types accounted for 24% of all jobs, but none
exceeded 5%. Over 63 percent of the jobs were duplexed.While duplexing on a single pass is
certainly a strength ofXeikon press engine technology, one should not assume that the discrepancy
in simplex versus duplexed jobs can be attributed to this reason. Finally a total of 192 corrections
were required for the 298 jobs. The average time required per correction was 12:08 minutes.
ComparingMacintosh to PC platform statistics indicated a couple interesting trends. The
frequency of errors on the PC resulted in a similar histogram to the total frequency ofjobs pro
cessed. The same held true for theMacintosh platform. Unexpectedly though, the time to prepare
PC jobs was less than theMacintosh platform. The time to correct problems on the PC platform
was usually longer than on theMacintosh platform.As expected, the time to prepare multi-page
documents did take longer. The exception ofmulti-page simplex jobs on the PC platform and
unique sized duplexed jobs on both platforms, the average times to correct problems with these
documentswere similar to the single sheet documents.
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Originally 93 types of errors were identified as potential prepress problems on the prepress
correction code list (Appendix B). A total of 58 errors codes were used when recording the data
from processed jobs. The six basic categories of hard ware, software, RIP/Press, workflow, client
error and operator error still apply but are not easily charted in these groups since a dispropor
tionate number of problems fall into the client and operator categories. To make analysis and
charting more manageable, the following groups were created. Hardware, software, and workflow
while still separate categories are charted together due to the low occurrence of problems. RIP/
Press is a separate category with enough problem occurrences to required its own chart. Client and
operator errors requires a subdivision into three groups: Fonts, Graphics, and Finishing
- Layout -
Typesetting. Since client and operator errors occur with the same type of problems, combined
charts were compiled to compare the frequency of each type.
Each group has four charts associated to it. The first plots the frequency of a specific error
code for theMacintosh platform, PC platform and the total frequency. The second chart plots the
average time required to correct the problem also listed byMacintosh platform, PC platform, and
total average time for the specific error code. The third chart plots the frequency of errors against
the cause responsible for the error. The fourth chart examines the average time associated with the
fault for a specific error type.
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Hardware
While a total of 5 possible errors are listed on the prepress correction codes, only one
occurred with minimal frequency. This was E5 which recorded the number of times prepress
workstations either crashed or froze and required rebooting. While workstation crashes are inevi
table, the main responsibility of the frequency lies in stability of the operating system and the
software loaded. It is company policy atMerlin International to use the most stable operating
system available and to remove any unnecessary software not required for production. This is most
likely responsible for the minimal number of incidents ofE5 errors.When a workstation did crash,
recovery times averaged 5 minutes. Most of this time was for themachine to reboot and relaunch
the application being used. Lost work was also included in this time. This was also kept to a
minimum do to the habit ofprepress operators frequently saving theirwork.While bothMacintosh
and PC workstations experienced crashes, not enough occurrences were recorded to evaluate if
one platform experiences more problems than the other.
Software
Software lists a total of 8 errors on the prepress correction code list. This is divided between
AP (SoftwareApplications) and FF (File Formats). All incidents categorized underAP occurred
only on the PC platform.While only two occurrences ofAP2
(poorly-supported applications)
were recorded, the average time required to correct the problem was almost 23 minutes. The
poorly supported application in one case was Freehand 8.0. This was somewhat unexpected since
it functions very well on theMacintosh platform. Since Freehand is used rarely on the PC plat
form,Merlin International had to quickly install it for the production of this particular job. If an
error was made in installing it properly, this could have effected its performance. In this individual
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incidence, the problem arose not from the usual use of the application, butwhen attempts were
made to generate PostScript files directly from the application. Freehand on both theMac and PC
implements have rather complicated interface with the print drivers by attempting to bypass the
operating systems interface. If the settings are not correct or there is a conflict with print driver,
problems are inevitable. Once again, inexperience with Freehand on the PC platformmay have
contributed to the problem.
The other application to cause problems was Microsoft PowerPoint. This application is not
designed to produce documents to be printed on a digital press.While it provides the option to link
graphic elements into the document, printed results are unpredictable. Embedding increases the
likelihood that the graphics will print, provided there is sufficient memory allocated to the appli
cation, it also can easily generate unmanageable PowerPoint file sizes should the graphics be high
resolution. Also, any graphic created in PowerPoint or embedded will be output in RGB color
space when PostScript files are created. Merlin International minimized the difficulties associated
with this problem by RIPing the file on the FieryZX70 RIP. Unlike the Barco FastRIP, the Fiery
ZX70 was developed from a color copier's perspective and includes color pleasing RGB to
CMYK color conversion algorithms. The time associated to correcting these problems was 43%
greater than the average of 16:08 minutes. This clearly indicates the potential for profit loss unless
a premium is added to quoting work arriving in poorly supported formats.
The incidents ofFF (file formats) type errors did not occur frequently or take more time than
the average for corrections. This indicates it is not responsible for profitability loss in prepress.
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Workflow
Seven items are listed on the prepress correction code list for workflow issues ofwhich four
types were recorded. The frequency of all incidents with the exception of PM7 (Press scheduling
changes) was minimal.While PM7 occurred atmore than twice the rate of any of the other PM
incidents, the correction time required was half of all the other rates. Rescheduling which press
will manufacture the job is usually beyond the control of prepress. Rescheduling occurs when a
substrate change is ordered by the production coordinator to accommodate another job or press
repair and maintenance. The consequence is limited generally to the recreation ofPostScript files
using the proper PPD for the new RIP. The charts concur this occurs quickly and has little impact
on the efficiency ofprepress. The fact that this occurred only on theMacintosh platformmust be
coincidental since schedule changes occur without regard to what platform used for production.
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RIP/Press
Ten of fifteen types of codes were recorded from the prepress correction code list. Two of
the RP (RIP/Press) indicated unusual characteristics.While RP1 (PostScript Errors) frequency
was low, the time required to correct this problems was higher than normal. The higher than
normal times are a result from the techniques used to troubleshoot the document. Since the cause of
the error is usually produced by a specific element within a document that the RIP had difficulty
rasterizing, this elementmust be isolated. This involves the tedious process of deconstructing the
document and testing for RIPing success. For example, a one page document would be submitted
without graphics or text. If the text RIPs, but the graphics version did not, then the graphics would
be further broken down into type. If the graphics are all of one type, then half are sent. The
deconstruction continues until the problematic item is identified. Then the item is modified until it
will RIP.
Code RP7 (Front to Back Imposition) occurred more than two and half times as frequently as
the next common error RP1. Yet, the time required to correct this error was below the average.
Generally, three reasons are responsible for this error. If the job was submitted to the Barco, then
the prepress operator either improperly indicated on the job sheet the correct orientation or the
press operator made and error. To correct this problem required no additional time from prepress
other than to inform the press operator ofproper orientation. Jobs submitted to the Fiery are
slightly more complicated since the
orientation information is stored in the PostScript file. If the
prepress operator forgets to specify the proper imposition, then the Fiery will use it's default.
Correction of this problem also uses little time since the press operator can override the orienta
tion specified in the PostScript. The one exception occurs when a submitted job to the Fiery RIP is
longer than 21 inches. Then prepressmustmanually rotate the back pages in the document for
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proper orientation to occur. This is due to memory limitation of 256 Mbytes ofRAM loaded on
the Fiery print server. Xerox Corporation's technical support claims that an increase to 5 12
Mbytes ofRAM will solve this problem. The average time to correct this problem was 4: 12
minutes.
The X codes (Xeikon Engine Specifics) indicated problem XI (Rich Black) to be more
prevalent than all the other codes in both frequency and time. If a solid tone ofblackmust be
printed on the digital press the color OC, OM, OY, 100K produces unacceptable results. For this
reason, these colors must be converted to a rich black. The default in many applications such as
QuarkXpress and PageMaker for black is only 100K. This accounts for the high frequency of the
problem arising. Converting the black to rich black is not as simple as globally changing the color
in the document, since text usually should not be rich black. Therefor, themanual selecting of items
requiring rich black is necessary. This accounts for the additional time associated with this prob
lem.
The code X4 (trapping) also show slightly elevated incidents of frequency and correction
time, but not the degree originally expected. The major applications can provide default trapping
which appears to workwell formost documents. On the occasions thatmanual trapping was
required, the time required was less than half the average time required to correct a problem.
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Fonts
The number oferrors associated with fonts are significantly higher than the previous three
categories. It also introduced much higher rates of client and operator errors. Overall correction
times increased at an average just under 14minutes. The total number of errors experienced on the
PC platform did not exceed theMacintosh even though some of the categories are separate. For
example, F6 (fontmanagement) occurred exclusively on the PC platform while F3 (cluttered
suitcases) was unique to theMacintosh. Themost common problem was Fl (missing entire type
face). It initially seems odd that this occurred only on the PC platform. An explanation for this
occurrence involves the recording of data. SinceMerlin International has acquired an extensive
collection of fonts, the time required to retrievemissing fonts ismuch shorter than attempting to
contact the client for the fonts. Therefor, when fonts were not included in aMacintosh job, they
were either the standard fonts such as Helvetica or Times which are already running or easily
accessible fromMerlin International's font library. The average time lost to contacting and loading
missing fonts on the PC platformwas 13:20minutes.
Themost time consuming error, F6 (fontmanagement), occurred exclusively on the PC
platform. The most prominent error occurred when fonts were activated and properly displayed on
the screen, but failed to download when PostScript files were generated. This accounts for why the
operator and software is responsible for the majority of these errors. Most likely memory leakages
were responsible because the operator was forced to restart the workstation to insure the fonts
would download.
The third highest incidents of problems was F8 (font substitution). This occurred on the
Macintoshmore frequently than the PC. Yet the time associatedwith correcting this problemwas
less than two thirds of the average correction time.
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Graphics
Graphics was responsible for both the highest frequency and most the time consuming errors.
Out of 17 items on the prepress correction code list, 13 codes were recorded of which 7 indicate
problematic areas. Code GR3 (color correction) topped the chart with 56 incidents recorded
more than four times that of the next highest error code.While the problem occurred 3 times as
often on theMacintosh platform it follows the pattern that 3 times as many Macintosh jobs were
processed. Client supplied files were responsible for three fifths of the problem. The time to make
corrections did fall below the average correction time.
The code requiring the greatest time was GR6 (missing graphics) averaging 31:15 minutes.
Clients were almost entirely responsible for this error. The elevated times were partly due to the
need to contact clients and lost productivity from downloading files on the internet. Themain
cause for elevated time came from either the creation of graphics such as barcodes and logos or
scanning oforiginals.
Code GR12 (image quality) was responsible for the second highest correction times at 20:30
minutes.While the frequency was sufficiently low with six incidents, the time required to correct
the problem indicates this to be a troublesome area. While this correction is similar in nature to
GR3, it includes graphics of insufficient resolution and poor tone reproduction.
Code GR13 (clipping paths) was third highest with correction times of 18:40minutes. The
frequency was also very low, but to correct clipping paths is a time intensive operation.While
there is no obvious way to predict when a clipping path will cause problems, it is easy to identify
documents that use them and build a premium into the job quote.
Code GR1 1 (improperly placed graphics) was actually the second highest in frequency of
graphic errors encountered. The time associated to correcting this problems was only 7:26
min-
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utes. Documents with improperly placed graphics typically depended on how carefully the file
was created. A typical example is when a graphic is placed within a picture box but is cropped
such that a white border would show. While efforts are made to insure graphics are placed prop
erly, frequently it would not become obvious until the document is proofed. Generally, if the
misplaced graphic was due to the clients error, the additional proofing and prepress costs are
passed back to the client.
Code GR2 (Non-separated graphics) experienced relatively high frequency and average
correction times. Time was saved by the automating separations using the action features inAdobe
Photoshop. Most of time automated separations produced acceptable results that clients were
pleased with. This is due to the fact that the clients who provided graphics in RGB format were
rarely educated with the process of creating files in CMYK color space and their documents
required only pleasing color. Clients who requiredmatching colors seldom expectedMerlin
International to make separations, but insteadwould supply high quality scans typically prepared
for offset lithography.
Code GR4 (matching color) also occurred frequently and experienced average correction
times.Merlin International has yet to develop an effective color management technique to assist in
reducing this problem. Several difficult problems have been encountered when attempting to
implement colormanagement techniques. The foremost problem revolves around the stability of
the press. The age of the developers, humidity of the work environment, conditioning of substrates
,
and characteristics of papers such as color, weight, and texture all effect how the document will
reproduce color. It is a formable task to create profiles that take all of these factors into account
considering that these variables change hourly. The other element thatmakes colormanagement
problematic is that the vastmajority of documents submitted for printing are created before
reach-
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ing the company.Without the cooperation, education, and use of supplied profiles, there is no
control on the input received from clients. For this reason other techniques have been developed to
assist when a client requires precise color matching. One of these techniques is to supply the client
with a sample of the Pantone book actually printed on the press. A client can then get a decent
representation of the Xeikon's color gamut and know which colors can be match accurately. The
latest development of desktop inkjet printers is also adding to the problem ofmatching color. It is
becoming more frequent that a client supplies a color proofprinted and signed off that was gener
ated on the color inkjet. Unfortunately, these printers can produce colors that are more saturated
such as orange and red than possible on the Xeikon press. Frequently though, these saturated colors
are at the expense of detail and often the Xeikon press proof represents the documentmore accu
rately. Usually with some education of the client, the results printed from the Xeikon are accept
able.
The time required to color match a clients proof is still done to a certain extent based on both
the experience of the prepress operator and trial by error. This does lead to additional proofing
cycles, but to keep the clients happyMerlin International will absorb any additional proofing and
prepress costs ifmore than three proofs are required. To offset these costs, a premium is added to
the job estimate.
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Chart 19: Graphic Fault Categories
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Layout
Layout problems averaged high correction times overall. The types ofproblems usually
arose from two general conditions. Clients either requested changes made to their layout due to
their errors or layouts had to be modified to work properly on the digital press.
Code LI (Requires layout into a new document) experienced the highest frequency. Themajor
reason for this is the relay out of a document into a template to insure efficient use of the web.
Since templates for common documents such as business cards, cd inserts and tray cards are
established and tested, the correction times were within the normal average.
Code L7 (Layout for more efficient web use) while similar to code LI is without the benefit
of a template. Since step and repeat is an option on two of the three presses, this problems was
encountered less frequently. The controls in the standard pagination applications are also well
developed to allow for efficient corrections. This assisted in keeping the correction times average
though slightly higher than code L1 .
Code L5 (Converting readers spread to printers spreads) experienced an unusually high
correction time. This elevated correction time was due to not having imposition software for
QuarkXpress. The problem was quickly identified and the proper software was acquired for use in
future jobs. Since this problem only occurred once, one can deduce that using the proper imposi
tion tools solved this problem.
Code L2 (Incorrect page setup) indicates an internal operational problem.While its frequency
was relatively low, it is entirely the responsibility of the prepress operator to set these perimeters
correctly. Unfortunately, the page setup for sending files to the Barco FastRip is quite different than
when files are sent to the Fiery ZX70. This increases the potential for operator error. The time
associated for this problem is also unexpectedly high. Resolving this problem will require analy
sis of file preparation procedures.
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Code L4 (Document laid out on incorrect page size) experienced relatively low frequency
and average correction times. This problem though was entirely the fault of the client. Re-layout
times were somewhat elevated because corrections had to be performed carefully so as not to
affect the document.
Typesetting
The vast majority of typesetting problems were categorized as TS6 (Replace ormodify text).
While it frequency was very high, the correction times fell below the average correction time.
Also, the majority of corrections were made from client's request, therefor, the client was respon
sible formost of these problems and was appropriately charged for the time.
Themost unusual typesetting problem, Code TS7 (text re-flow), occurred very infrequently
but required time that had to be absorbed. This problem occurs typically in applications such as
MicrosoftWord, Publisher, or PowerPoint. This is because the way a page flows its text is based
on the documents page size and the specified printer. Therefor, if slides are created on a 7x10 inch
document and the page size was changed to letter or if a new printerwith differentmargin con
straints is selected, the document will re-flow the text. While it was quickly resolved not to change
page size unless absolutely necessary, changing the printerwas unavoidable.
Finishing
Code FE5 (Missing bleeds) was the most significant of all finishing issues. The time required
was below the average correction time. Unless the desired bleed was part of a graphic requiring
cloning to extend past the edge of the page,
correction was easily and quickly performed. The









Chart 21: Finishing - Layout -Typesetting Correction Codes
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Fault Statistics
When an error was recorded defined by the prepress correction code list, the responsibility
of causing the error was also included in the job log. Examining who is responsible for these
errors provides insight into how efficiently the prepress production environment processes work.
A total of 346 errors was record. Clients were responsible for 192 which was just over 56% of
the total errors. Prepress operators caused 23% with a count of 79. Changes to prepress required
for press specifics accounted for almost 15% with a count of 5 1 . Software andWorkflow issues
were both responsible for less than 4% of the total errors. The higher the client error rate, the more
cost effective and efficient production operates since the vast majority of client errors are billable.
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Comparing the Results to the Mathematical Model
Since statistics from other digital printing plants are not readily accessible it is not possible
to determine how efficient prepress atMerlin International compares to other facilities, but con
clusions can be derived by comparing the times to themathematical model.
Job Preparation Times
The time required to actually prepare jobs for output was usually less than defined by the
mathematical model. To make sense of the data collected some average times were determined for
each of the job categories. These were divided into four subsets for each job categories: only
preparation times, preparation plus correction times, pure jobs (those not requiring any additional
corrections after the first proof) and all job times. The main interest is the comparison between
press ready and jobs requiring corrections.
Table 4: Comparison ofPrepress Preparation Times for Single Sheet Jobs
Job Category Model Times Pure Jobs Jobswith Corrections
LS 15Min. 23:32 Min. 22:04 Min.
LD 20Min. 15:23 Min. 3 1:16 Min.
TS 20Min. 11:40 Min. 15:43 Min.
TD 25 Min. 11:52 Min. 27:42Min.
US 30Min. 17:40Min. 24:57 Min.
UD 35 Min. 17:27Min. 27:36Min.
XS 40 Min. 30:37 Min. 24:25Min
XD 40Min. 22:06 Min N/A
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Table 5: Comparison ofPrepress Preparation Times forMulti-Sheet Jobs
Job Category Model TimesPure Jobs with Corrections
MLS 35 Min. (6 leaves) 35:40Min.
MLD 32 Min. (4 leaves) 55:00Min.
MTS 20 Min. (6Min./Leaf) N/A
MTD 1:25 Hr. (11 leaves) 15:00 Min.
MUS 1:15 Hr. (10 leaves) 21:40Min.
MUD 50 Min. (4 leaves) 25: 17 Min.
MXS 45 Min. (2 Leaves) N/A









Most of the actual times indicated that the times predicted by the mathematical model were
reasonable estimates. A few categories were grossly inaccurate such as pure jobs for MTD. In this
case only two jobs with no corrections were processed. These two jobs only consisted of 2 leaves
(2 duplexed sheets) in which one job took 10minutes to process while the other 20 minutes. Odd





The primary purpose of this project was to determine to what degree prepress in a digital
printing facility effected profitability. In addition, what were the consequences of receiving files
that were not press ready. The time spent per job divided by the number of impressions determines
the cost of labor for a specific job category. Then dividing this figure by a typical selling price
determines the percentage of the job allocated to prepress formanufacturing. If the selling price is
based on $0.60 for a letter simplex and $0.82 for duplex (same factor as the cost ofmaterials),
prepress accounts for 25% of the selling costs. The percentage fall to 15% when impressions are
sold for $1.00 a simplex and 1.32 for duplex. In either case, both percentages are below the 40%
ofmanufacturing costs commonly set by corporations. Since the mathematical model used in this
project only based the cost ofmanufacturing on the cost of prepress and printing, there still re
mains resources for any necessary out sourcing, such as binding or laminating.
The difference in the percentage of prepress manufacturing costs between press ready jobs
and those requiring additional corrections was actually less than half a percent. This result indi
cates the following; prepress is in reality quite efficient since the labor differences do not dramati
cally effect the profitability. Also, the average run lengths are closer to 500 than the original
estimate of 350, though this is not nearly as significant as the labor issue. The primary reason why
digital printing is not severely effected by prepress is due to the tools now available for
process-
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ing jobs. To illustrate the point, lets compare the tools of just five years ago (1995) when digital
presses first entered the market. A fast Macintosh was outfitted with a 700Mb hard drive and
operated at 80 MHz using a 60 le chip with 32Mb ofRAM. Today an equivalent workstation
would contain a much faster 18 gig hard drive, and operates almost 20 times as fast with a 450
MHz G4 chip and 256Mb ofRAM. What this translates to is the time it takes to process jobs is
much faster - typically 20 minutes to process a job. In fact, one does not have to go back very far
in time when it took several hours to do the comparable amount ofwork. If it costs the company
$20.00 per hour to employ a prepress person, today the labor cost of a 20 minute job is less than
$7.00. It was not that long ago that the same job could of taken 4 or more hours and costmore than
$80.00 dollars! It was impossible to have short run lengths when just the labor alone was more
than 10 times what it is today. This also accounts for why even a doubling in time to make correc
tions to jobs that are not press ready to not radically effect the profitability of digital printing.
While the additional time required to correct jobs to become press ready may not directly
effect profitability by increasing costs, profitability can be effected indirectly. For every job that
requires 40 minutes to prepare instead of 20, prepress has sacrificed the potential to process
another job. It is in this indirect fashion that time spent fixing files can indirectly end up costing
substantially more than just the labor associated with correcting jobs. Measuring this effect would
certainly be complicated by the several factors. If a prepress department has not experienced
bottlenecks processing ofjobs, then there would be no loss of productivity. In reality, job flows
are cyclical, making measurement a more difficult task. This would certainly be an area for future
research.
One more area that was not accurately measured for this thesis was the lost time due to
mundane and repetitive tasks. Two obvious areas exist. The first is the time required to load
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clients files into the workflow system. Presently, job numbers are issuedmanually and clients files
are also manually placed in their appropriate directories before production can start. The second
is the storage of clients files and development of an archival catalog that allows for efficient
retrieval. The potential for automating this process exists such asMarkzware'sMarkzscout (pre
press workflow automation) and
Cantos'
Cumulus (mediamanagement) which in turn could free
operators to performmore profitable tasks.
Since lost potential for processing jobs is a real issue, it is important to continue analyzing
prepress production issues and to develop techniques to improve efficiency. At Merlin Interna
tional several key areas require evaluation. The top ten areas of difficulties are as follows though
some can be considered RIP and press issues:
1. Imposition - Two items fall under this category. Conversion of reader's spreads to
printer spreads. Front to back duplexing.
2. Relayout - Used primarly for effiecent use of the web
3. FontManagement - Loading and using the proper typefaces plus the difficulties
associatedwith using both PostScript and Truetype fonts.
4.Missing elements fromjobs submitted
- Time lost to the retrieval of items such as
graphics and fonts.
5. Poorly supported applications
- Jobs submitted that are not created with the
standard pagination programs.
6. Clipping Paths
- How to correct the clipping path when the RIP is not interpeting
the graphics correctly.
7. Graphic Links - Graphics that are linked to non-current files or not placed properly
within a layout.
8. Image Quality
- Graphics with poor tonal ranges or low resolution.
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9. PostScript Errors - Files that will not RIP properly when sent to the press.
10. Xeikon press specfics - Knocked out text flairing, trapping, and streaked solid
tones and shortend developer life.
Many of the problems in these areas are due to the procedures and tools used to process jobs.
Some can be solved with additional client education or better preflighting procedures. Others
such as imposition can be resolved with the proper tools. Imposition software was purchased to
handle QuarkXpress documents. PageMaker contains a plug-in that allows for basic imposition.
The Scitex 3000x RIP even contains templates that allow for imposing documents created in
applications such asMicrosoftWord. Yet, even with these tools difficulties arise. Frequently,
clients will provide a file designed to be imposed into a saddle stitched booklet, but will layout
the front and back cover next to each other. The only way to correct this problem is to manually
re-
layout the document.
Other imposition difficulties can arise with simple one sheet duplexed documents. Some of
these problems exist at the level ofPostScript drivers and PPD's. Macromedia Freehand docu
ments that typically require a duplex tumble setting occasionally must be RIPedwith Duplex
(rotate 90). What is frustrating is there is no way to predict when this anomaly will occur.
One concept of handling prepress issues to promote efficiency is to divide the jobs into two
categories
- Jobs in which the procedures are well established and tested and jobs that required
additional procedures to be developed before entering mainstream production. For example,
QuarkXpress documents created on theMacintosh platform that use only PostScript fonts and
contain only EPS or TIFF
graphics would enter normal production. Ajob created in PowerPoint
requiring imposition
into a saddle stitched document would not be considered routine. By evaluat-
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ing the job before it enters the workflow, one can in advance inform the client of the additional
costs attributed to nonstandard jobs.
Ultimately, the issues facing prepress introduce two business philosophies of how to handle
such problems. The first, and in the author's opinion shortsighted, is to attempt to limit the intro
duction ofwork that only fits established procedures.While this quickly created a profitable
production environment, it also contains the potential pitfall of turning the production facility into a
plant thatmanufactures a commodity. Then the only way to remain competitive is to continue to
lower the selling price.
The second philosophy is to continue to acceptwork that creates difficulties and inefficien
cies. Yet it is understood, that from evaluating these problems will arise opportunities to create a
value added product in which a fair but profitable premium can be expected for compensation.
Then by refining the production process, the capabilities of the digital printer are expandedwhich
allow for additional competitive advantages. At the risk of speculation, dealing with these issues
results in a more stimulatingwork environment. This in turnmay lead to higher skilled employees
who can be better compensated since the production facility creates value added goods and even
lead to greater employee loyalty.
A prime example of a new value added product, which certainly requires additional investi
gation, is the concept of variable printing
- sometimes referred to as one on one marketing. Vari
able data printing is in its infancy and all though it is an emerging trend,Merlin International is
already in the process of exploring the
technologies used in processing this type ofwork. From
initial experience using several applications that presently exist, it is apparent they all have their
deficiencies. Yet to remain competitive and to continue being unhampered by commodity printing,
Merlin International will develop techniques and procedures to maintain its technical edge.
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Digital can definitely be profitable.When the idea for this project started two years ago
Merlin International was a small start-up company. It employed only 4 people and had gross
revenues of about $250,000 for the year of 1997. Today, it employs 15 peoples and had gross
revenues of almost 1 .8 million dollars. As market awareness continues to grow, the price of
consumables continue to fall, and the concept ofvariable data become increasingly popular, and
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Labor is a constant of $20.00 per hour.
Sheet is based on a letter sized simplex document while
SheetD is based on a letter sized duplex document.
Time is the length of time where one hour = 1 (minutes/60 for decimal equivalent)
Imp is the number of impressions run.
Cost is the base cost for a sheet while CostD is the base cost for a sheetD.
Cat refers to the Job Category.
Pages is the number of pages in a document.
Fixed is the fixed cost of consumables for each single sided letter sheet = $0,136.
FixedD is the fixed cost of consumables for each duplexed letter sheet = $0,186.
COG is the cost of goods manufactured.
FormulaA: Used for LS (letter simplex) job types
Cost per Sheet = ((Labor x Time) /Imp) + Fixed
Formula B: Used for LD (letter duplex) job types
CostD per SheetD =((Labor x Time) /Imp) + FixedD
Formula C: Used for TS (tabloid simplex) job types
Cost per Sheet = ((Labor x Time) /Imp) + (Fixed x 2)
Formula D: Used for TD (tabloid duplex) job types
CostD per SheetD =((Labor x Time) /Imp) + (FixedD x 2)
Formula E: Used forMLD (multipage letter duplex)
CostD per SheetD =(((Labor x Time) /Imp) + FixedD)(Pages x 2)
If the document MLS (multipage letter simplex)
Cost per Sheet=(((Labor x Time) /Imp) + FixedD)(Pages)
Formula F: Used forMTD (multipage tabloid duplex)
CostD per SheetD =(((Labor x Time) /Imp) + (FixedD x 2))(Pages x 2)
The Cost of PrintingManufactured
All Simplex Categories All Duplex Categories
Cost x 2 x Imp = COP CostD x 2 x Imp
= COPx
A-2






2 Hard disk failure
3 Corrupt removable media





2 Poorly supported applications
3 Backward Compatibility








5 Ik ini file
6 Rotation
7 Front to back imposition
8 Freehand/Barco Gradations







6 Toner blow off
Workflow
PM ProjectManagement
1 Relevant file use
2 Current file/storage of extra files
3 Retrieval of stored projects
4 Unannounced closure of print server
5 Non-communicated job requirement
6 Non-clear instructions





3 Proper Glyph Usage
4 Kerning/Leading
5 Text Layering Position
6 Replace or modify text
7 Text Reflow
F Fonts
1 Missing entire typeface
la Missing screen fonts




5 Truetype v Postscript
6 Font Management Errors
7 Mac/PC font conversion
8 Font Substitution
9 Wrong typeface provided
10 Wrong face or style used
11 Excessive fonts supplied
12 Fonts not activated
FF File Formats
1 Non-supported file formats
2 Exporting problems
3 Poorly supported file format
L Layout
1 Requires layout into new document
2 Page setup is incorrect
3 Front to back imposition
4 Document laid out on wrong page size
5 Readers spreads or improper printers
6 Step & Repeat not supported on Fiery







5 Pantone colors not separated
6 Missing graphics
7 Wrong graphics
8 Nested font problem
9 Distorted graphics
10 Incompatible graphics
11 Improperly placed graphics
1 2 Image quality
1 3 Clipping paths
14 Background show-through
1 5 Poorly Supported Graphics
1 6 Improper Links
17 Graphic on wrong layer
SC Scanning
1 Rescreened scans





1 Missing trim marks
2 Improperly placed trim marks
3 Missing score marks





APPENDIX C: PREPRESS JOB LOG
c-i
Job Data From February Through April 1999
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U
V W 1 X
1 Ddle Job Platform RIP Cause CC Code : CC Code
' Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Time 4 :aull 1 Fault 2 Fauli 3 Fault 4
2 1 Feb ORB 003 PC Barco 100 US 9.25x16.5 20:00 Layout in PM65 and color correct LI GR3 20:00 20:00 OP CL
.i l Feb ORB 003 PC Barco 100 US 9.25x16.5 05:00 Font substition and more color correction Replace fonts and color correct F8 GR3 10:00 10:00
OP OP
-l 1-Feb ORB 003 PC Barco 100 us 9 25x16 5 05:00 Missing Barcode Graphic Create new barcode GR6
25:00 CL
I 2-Feb XRX 015 Mac Fiery 7000 XD 6x12 05:00 Wrong sized layout Relayout document L4
15:00 CL
6 2Feb XRX 015 Mac Fiery 7000 XD 6x12 15:00 No Bleeds - Rich Red Extended Bleeds - Fixed Reds :E6 GR3 03:00 05:00
CL CL
1 2 f eb WCJ_053 Mac Fiery 1000 US 12x27 20:00
R 2-Feb WCJ 053 1000 US X1 10:00
'
9 2-Feb WCJ 056 1000 US L6 10:00 OP
10 2-Feb BP 029 PC .1 30:00 DP
1 1 2-Feb KB 001 Mac Fiery 525 LD Letter 15:00 Required layour Into new app and color correction Layout and color correct L1 GR3 20:00 05:00
CL CL
12 2-Feb KB 001 Mac Fiery 525 LD Leller 05:00 Typesetting and layout changes request by client make corrections TS6 L1 90:00
05:00 CL CL
13 2-Feb KB_001 Mac Fiery 525 LD Letter 05:00 Typesetting changes requested by_client missing logo make corrections and create logo TS6 GR6
30:00 30:00 CL CL
14 3-Feb MAG 004 Mac F lery 1000 UD 11x37 15:00 Missing Graphics Photos provided by client Scan and place images 3R6
35:00 CL
15 3-Feb PB 031 PC Fiery 1000 XS 35x3.5 15:00 Layout into new document Arrived 1 up Layout L1
15:00 :l
16 3-Feb WCJ 057 Mac. Fiery 2025 TD Tabloid 35:00 5 RGB images Convert to CMYK GR2 10:00
CL
1 l 3-Feb HILL 001 PC 1000 LD
IM 4 Feb BP 031 PC XS GR4 15 00 ;l
19 4-Feb FS 002 Mac Barco 1500 XS 4x6 120:00
20 4-Feb HILL 002 PC Fiery 100 LS Leller 10:00 Missing Graphic Freehand 8 0 on PC will not print properly Retrieved logo trom archive Layoul in Quark 4.0 GR6 AP2 L1
10:00 30:00 05:00 CL :,
III-'
21 4-Feb KP 006 PC Fiery 450 XS 9x12 10:00 Required Color Correction and layout Color Correct
- Relayout GR3 L4 15:00 20:00 ^1 CL
22 4 Feb MAG 004 Mac Fiery 1000 UD 11x37 05:00 Type error - Duplex wrong Missed correction OpEr Typeset change
- ReRIP TS6 RP7 02:00 03:00 DP P
23 4-Feb RTM.013 Mac Barco 500 LS Leller 15:00
24 4-Feb TAG 006 Mac Barco 100 LD Letter 10:00 Images were no to be converted to CMYK Original approved document used RGB imaqes Reload RGB images Irom clients disk GR4 05:00 OP
25 4-Feb TAG_006 Mac Barco 100 LD Letter 15 00 3 RGB images - Bleeds Convert to CMYK - Extend Bleeds GR2 FE5 06:00 03:00 CL
CL
CL
2 7 4-Feb WEG 002 PC Barco 1000 LD Letter 15:00
I'll 5-Feb BL017 PC Fiery 1000 MLD Letter 20 00
to 5-Feb IG 002 Mac Barco 200 TD Tabloid 10:00 Client supplied more files than required - Fonts missing suitcases Organize files Create suilcases tor fonls
PM1 F3 05:00 02:00 F CL
)l 5-Feb KB 006
KP 005
PC Fiery 450 XS 9x12 05 00 Color Cast Color Correct GR3
10:00 Jo
IV 5 Fet PC Fiery 628 MXS 9x12 10:00 Color Casl RGB Images Seps GR2
10:00
33 5-Feb KP 007 Mac Fiery 15 MLS Leller 19 10:00 Missing Cover Client continued lack ol Cover PM7
10:00 F
14 5-Feb OR 004 PC Fiery 1000 XS 9x12 15:00 Missing Barcode Graphic Not Supplied by Client GR6
15:00 ;l
35 5-Feb PT 007 PC Barco 1000 LD Leller 02:00 Black text prints 4 color Use 1 k ini tile lo convert texl to 1 k black X1 10:00
=
36 5-Feb PT_007 PC Fiery 1000 LD Leller 15:00 Type rellowed Missing boxes









Mac Barco 500 LS Letter 05:00
10:00
Type Flairing
- Image loo dark Add color to text Darken Image RP8 GR3 05:00 05:00
'
CL
Mac Fiery I0O0 LS Letter Client suppled new tile Text requires trapping Trap Text X4
OS oo
'









ORB 005 PC Fiery 1000 US 9 5x12 j 05 00 Fonls are wrong size Publisher formating Typeset texl at
proper tonl size to match original TS6 10 00 CL






































SO 8 Feb JC 945 Mac Barco 50 UD 5.5x10 05:00 Color Correction required Color Correction GR3 10:00
't-




























15:00 Text changes requested by client Archieval retrieval problem Image Linking TS6



















Buscard supplied 1 up
Send to Barco instead ol Doc 70



























































5 RGB imaqes 2 embedded RGB File will not open
Graphics covering bar
Template layout and bleeds
Nol enough memory allocated lo app. Make Seps Allocate more memory
Move graphics to proper location


































































Required layout into template
5 rqb and typesetting changes
Layoul inlo bus card lemplale




































































Missing logo Requires layout

















1 1 F eb
1 2-Feb
1 2 F eb






1 5 F eb
l ', F eb
10 Fel,
1 5 F Ob
15 Fel,
16-Feb























































































































Text changes requested by client
Colors nol correct
Rich Black Text
Missing Graphic Texl rellow
Fonts will not print
3 RGB images
Fonl subslilulian layout
No Step and Repeal on Doc 70
Layout Into new document Color Correct
Gradation did nol match color
No Bleeds No Rich Black
Requires typesetting







Client supplied graphic typeset lexl
Turn oil conlllcting lonls
Make Seps
Layoul Doc lo accounl tor lack ol S&R
Layout lor Doc 70
Mods made to gradation lo match color
Create Bleeds Convert K to 4k
Typeset lexl requested by client
Clean pholo Typeset missing lext
lypeset clients requested changes


































































Job Data From February Through April 1999
A B c D E F G H 1 J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X
Mac Fiery 400C XS Bus Card 05:00 Red blow off Send to Fiery X6 03:00 P
1 00
Fiery 40C XS Bus Card 20:00
PC Barco 100C US 3x3 05:00 Color need to match provided sample Adjust color GR4 15:00 CL
Mac Barco 12C TS Tabloid 05:00 Dirty photos - Color need saturation boosted Clean photo - Saturate photos GR12 10:00 CL
Fiery 400C XS Bus Card 05:00 Missing Rich Red Convert Reds to Rich Red GR4 07:00 CL
Mac Barco 325C LS Letter 05:00 Text Reflow Adjust tracking and point size TS2 TS4 02.00 02:00 S S
105
106
Mac Barco 12C MLS Letter 15:00 Text split in middle of words Font used menu options F10 07 00 CL
Mac Fiery 1E UD 28x12 35:00 White path around text Work path would not allow for tolerance tighter than .5 Delete lext and recreate path and text around logo GR13 36:00 OP
PC Barco 100C LD Letter 15:00
1 08
Mac Barco 50C LD Letter 15:00 8 scans required Made Scans GR6 75:00 CL
PC Barco 100C LD Letter 10:00 RGB Images Link to converted CMYK GR2 05:00 CL
110
PC Barco 3C UD 7x8.5 10:00 Missing lonts Obtained fonts from Corel CD F1 10:00 CL
Mac Fiery 300C LS Letter 10:00 Typesetting changes required TS6 15:00 CL
112
RS_152 Mac Fiery 10C MLS Letter 30:00 Color Correction required - Lost image links Coloi Correct - Image Linking GR3 GR17 15:00 05:00 CL s
Mac Fiery 10C MLS Letter 15:00 Color Correction - Line In wrong place Color Correct - Move line to proper place GR3 GR11 05:00 05:00 OP OP
Mac Barco 10C LD Letter 25:00
115
WCJJD49 Mac Fiery 50C MTD Tabloid 15:00 Retrieve from archive - Image linking PM3 GR17 10:00 05:00 WF OP
Mac Fiery 300C LD Letter 05:00 Missing X - Rich Black missing Replace image - Convert k to 4k GR11 X1 10:00 05:00 OP P
Mac Fiery 300C LD Letter 15:00 Reds need to be converted to rich red Rich reds used on two images GR4 10:00 CL
RS_152 Mac Fiery 10C MUS 12x21 05:00 Font substitution Correct font sub F8 05:00 OP
Mac Fiery 10C LD Letter 05:00 Client request texl to be deleted Delete Text TS6 05:00 CL
Mac Fiery 10C LS Letter 05:00 Shadow of text is misplaced - Stray mark Move shadow - Block stray mark TS6 GR12 05:00 03:00 CL CL
WCJ_048 Mac Fiery 50C MTD Tabloid 10:00
26-Feb IF_021 Mac Barco 50C LD Letter 15:00 Font Substitution Correct Font Sub F8 05:00 S
123
Mac Barco 5C LS Letter 15:00 RGB Images Make Seps GR2 02:00 CL




Mac Barco 200C XD Bus Card 15:00 Requires color matching Convert colors to match GR4 10:00 CL
126
127
26-Feb XRXPJ1 Mac Fiery
-
MUS 11x96 15:00
Mac Fiery 50C LS Letter 15:00 Watermark to light Color correct graphic GR3 05:00 CL
129
130
26-Feb XRXP_01 Mac Fiery 50C US 11x24 15:00
28-Feb MW_012 Mac Fiery 700C UD 12.5x5.87 15:00 Required color correction to malch proof color correct GR3 10:00 OP
Mac Fiery 700C UD 12.5x5.87 05:00 Requires 2 up for efficent web use and manual trim marks Lay 2 up and add trim marks LI FE1 20:00 10:00 OP CL














































Client requested to add type











137 1-Mar WRNJ14 Mac Barco c UD 4.75x21 15:00 Client supplied new file
1 36 1-Mar XRX_017 Mac Barco : MLS Letter 10 00
140 1-Mar XRXP.01 Mac Fiery 50C US 11x24 03:00 Watermark dissapeared Mystery Rebuilt document trom original file L1 20 00 OP
141 1-Mar XRXP_01 Mac Fiery 50C US 11x24 03:00 Watermark too dark Change value from 1 5% lo 1 0% GR3 20 20 OP
142 2-Mar EW_001 PC Fiery 20C UD 8x5 10:00 Requested type change Typeset corrections TS6 15:00 CL
143 2-Mar EW 001 PC Fiery 20C US 4x5 15:00
144 2-Mar MAH_005 Mac Fiery 10C UD 9x6 15:00 Front to back imp wrong Fiery problem Rotate page in prepress RP7 02 00 P
146
146
2-Mar NM_001 Mac Fiery 20C UD 11x9.5 10:00 Requires layoul into new document Layout LI :.0.00 CL
2 Mar VM_003 PC Barco 100C LD Letter 15.00 Missing bleed and requires keyline Create Bleeds FE5 05:00 CL
14/ 3-Mar BPL007 Mac Fiery 20C LS Letter 03 00 Font Substilion Locale and activate fonts F12 15 00 OP
146 3-Mar BPL007 Mac Fiery 20C LD Letter 03.00 Color Correct GR3 25 00 OP
150 3-Mar FOUST_0 Mac Fiery 100 MUD 5.875x5.8 32 15 00 Layout for printers spreads - 2 too many pages client supplied new files L5 45:00 CI
161 3-Mar FOUST_0 Mac Fiery 200C XS Bus Cards 15 00
162 3-Mar JC.973 Mac Barco 5C MUD 6.25x7.25 05:00 Color Correct - Text Change Text change requested by client GR3 TS6 05:00 02:00 OP CL
153 3-Mar JC_974 Mac Barco 40 UD 13x5 8 20:00
164 3-Mar JC_975 Mac Barco 50 LD Letler 20:00
155 3-Mar ORB. 006 PC Fiery 500 LS Letter 05:00 Text flow - Text covers graphics Typeset text lo Itx flow TS7 10:00 OP
150 3-Mar ORB.006 PC Fiery 50C LS Letter 15 00 Missing Bleeds Create Bleeds F5 05:00 CL
15/ 3-Mar XRXD 01 Mac Fiery 760 MTD Tabloid 25:00 Layout to new Document L7 15:00 CL
158 3-Mar JC 973 Mac Barco 50 UD 6 25x7 25 10:00
159 3-Mar RS_156 Mac Fiery 200 UD 6.25x7 05:00 Faint watermark
- requires bleeds - Keyline required - Relayout required Make corrections GR3 FE5 GR11 L1 02 00 04:00 0300 10:00 CL CL CL CL
100 3-Mar VM_003 PC Barco 1000 LD Letter 03:00 Requires rich black - RGB Images Convert k to 4k - Make seps X1 X4 15:00 05:00 P P
101 4-Mar EW 002 PC Barco 400 XS Bus Cards 15:00 Layoul into template - type corrections TS6 10:00 CL
162 4-Mar FACJ01 Mac Barco 400 LD Letter 15:00 Forgol lo make typeset change - Graphic cc TS6 GR3 05:00 15 00 OP CL
163 4-Mar FOUST.O Mac Barco 100 MUD
5.875x5.8"
32 10:00 Change Rips for schedulelng PM7 03 00 WF
1Fj4 4-Mar FOUST 0 Mac Barco 2000 XS Bus Cards 15:00 Layout into template
1 68 4-Mar IFJ22 Mac Barco 50 TS Tabloid 15:00 Resize documents to fit tabloid L4 05:00 CL
106 4-Mar JC_196 Mac Barco 17 UD 9x21 10 00 Retrieved from acrchive - Typeset requested changes TS6 02:00 CL
10/ 4-Mar JC_975 Mac Barco 50 LS Letter 05:00 Font Substition Activate Fonts F12 20:00 OP
168 4-Mar MAH_003 Mac Fiery 10000 XD Bus Cards 10:00 Printed wrong file Reprint proper File PM6 15 00 OP
169 4-Mar MAH 093 Mac Fiery 10000 XD Bus Cards 10:00 Send low res tiles GR1 05:00 OP
170 4-Mar VM 003 PC Fiery 1000 LD Letter 12:00 Gradation and layering problems Recreate gradation and change layering GR15 L8 15:00 10:00 CL CL
1/1 4-Mar VM_003 PC Fiery 1000 LD Letter 10:00 Texl Jaggy Drop Shadow interfering with text Darken Bitmap and move text GR15 TS6 05:00 03:00 CL OP
172 4-Mar XRXP.01S Mac Barco 760 MTD Tabloid 15:00 Type corrections Changes requested by client TS6 25:00 CL
173 5-Mar PRUJ01 Mac Fiery 200 UD 5.75x7.25 10:00 Type corrections
- scan images TS6 GR3
15.001
15:00 CL CL
1/4 5 Mar CIW_005 Mac Fiery 3 UD 11x25.25 15 00
175 5-Mar EW.002 PC Barco 400 XS Bus Cards 15:00 Requested type change TS6 15:00 CL
1 76 5-Mar IHD 001 Mac Fiery 200 MUS 4x5 15:00
177 5-Mar KBJ02 PC Barco 2500 MUS 3.5x7 10.00 Requested type change - Color Correction TS6 GR3 05:00 05:00 CL CL




Tracking F12 TS4 05:00 05:00 OP OP
179 8-Mar CIMS_004 Mac Fiery 250 US 6x9 10:00
160 8-Mar KB_002 PC Barco 2500 us 5.5x7 05:00 Images and text not alaigned at bottom TS2 GR11 03:00 03:00 CL CL
1H1 8-Mar MP 023 Mac Barco 35 us 12x18 05:00
162 8-Mar ORB.006 PC Fiery 500 UD 11.5x8.75 15:00 Fiery cut off bleeds at top and bottom Repasted crop marks and resent to RIP FE5 25:00 OP
163 8-Mar ORB 007 PC Fiery 200 UD
12.826x9.-
10:00
184 8-Mar WCJ.061 Mac Fiery 1010 LD Leller 05:00 Add more purple
- Duplex G3 RP7 10:00 03:00 CL P
186 8-Mar WCJ_061 Mac Fiery 1010 LD Letter 05:00 Did not match Reflex Blue Coloi Correction GR4 10:00 OP
1H0 8-Mar WCJ 061 Mac Fiery 1010 LD Letter 05:00 Duplexed Wrong
- More red to the X Rotate Page to fix Duplexing RP7 GR3 0306 03.00 P CL
18/ 8-Mar WCJ_061 Mac Fiery 1010 LD Letler 15:00 Rich Red
- Rich Black - Trapping X1 X4 08:00 03:00 P P
18H 9-Mar BG 072 Mac Barco 200 UD 5.5x4.25 10 00
189 9-Mar BG 072 Mac Barco 50 us 5.5x4.26 10:00
190 9-Mar :hci ooi Mac Barco 3 MLD Letter 90:00 Client requested scan and comp creation
191 9-Mar EW 002 PC Barco 400 TD Tabloid 60:00 Convert Word document to PageMaker Fix Bleeds
- Import Graphics - Flow texl FE6 GR11 TS6 10 00 20:00 30:00 CL CL CL
192 9-Mar FOUST tiMac Barco 100 MUD 5.875x5.81 32 10:00 Photos need to be replaced
-





KL 011 Mac Barco 250 LS Letter 20:00 Not etfcient layout Relayout documenl to 12 up L7 20:00 CL
MTX 101 PC Barco 10 MTD |Tabloid 57 15:00 Postscrtpl qenterated from PDF file FF3 10:00 CL
C-3
Job Data From February Through April 1999
A 8 C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X
I9i 9-Mar PKJ01 PC Barco 200 TD Tabloid 10:00 Convert Word document to PageMaker FF3 13:00 CL
1 9b
197
9-Mar PK_001 PC Barco 200 TD Tabloid 05:00 Stay line needs to be removed Removed stay line GR11 03:00 OP
9-Mar PK_002 Mac Barco 100 LD Letter 110:00 Missing font F1b 05:00 CL
IU8
199
9-Mar WCJJ61 Mac Fiery 1010 LD Letter 04:00 Text flairinq Add rich white X5 03:00 P







9-Mar WRN_014 Mac Barco 500 UD 21x4.5 05:00 Colors not matching client supplied proof GR4 25:00 CL
9-Mar XBS_006 Mac Barco 1000 TD Tabloid 05:00 Missing gradient - wrong qraphic Recreate gradation - linked correct image GR10 GR17 10:00 10:00 CL OP
9-Mar XBS_006 Mac Barco 1000 TD Tabloid 20:00 Laid out on 12x18 when it should be tabloid l_2 15:00 CL
9-Mar XBS_006 Mac Barco 1000 TD Tabloid 05:00 Gradation would not print Recreate gradation in lllustator RP8 05:00 P
10-Mar EWJD02 PC Barco 400 TD Tabloid 15:00
10-Mar GRB_007 PC Fiery 10C US 9x12 15:00
206
207
10-Mar JCJ76 Mac Barco 50 UD 8x9 10:00 Color correction GR3 05:00 OP
10-Mar JC_976 Mac Barco 5C UD 5.75X9 20:00
208
209
10-Mar JCJ77 Mac Barco 50 UD 5.75X9 10:00 Color correction GR3 05:00 OP
10-Mar JC 977 Mac Barco 5C UD 8x9 20:00
210 10-Mar JC_978 Mac Barco 50 UD 8.5x9 10:00 Color correction GR3 05:00 OP
211 10-Mar JC_978 Mac Barco 50 UD 6.5x8 20:00
212
913




10-Mar WRN_01< Mac Barco 500 UD 21x4.5 10:00 Color correction requested by client GR3 15:00 CL
10-Mar XBS.006 Mac Barco 1000 TD Tabloid 05:00 Color correction requested by client GR3 15:00 CL
11 -Mar CIMS 00' Mac Fiery 25C US 6x9 10:00 Must match color of previous run RIP @ 25% Dot Gain GR3 05:00 OP
21/ 11 -Mar COR 001 Mac Fiery 150 TD Tabloid 10:00 Color correction requested by client GR3 15:00 CL
218 1 1 -Mar COR.001 Mac Fiery 150 TD Tabloid 10:00 Client requested color correction GR3 60:00 CL
219 1 1 -Mar PK 001 PC Barco 20C UD 5.5x4.25 05:00 Client requested to add type TS6 15:00 CL
220 11 -Mar URMC_0C Mac Barco 1000 LS Letter 15:00
221
222
1 3-Mar PAD.001 PC Barco 250 MLS Letter 3 210:00
1 5-Mar CT_035 Mac Barco 5C UD 6x10 60:00
223
224
1 5-Mar EW_003 PC Fiery 220 XS Bus Cards 05:00 Typesetting requested by client TS6 20:00 CL
1 5-Mar FC_001 Mac Fiery 3 LS Letler 20:00
226 1 5-Mar FCJ301 Mac Fiery 3 US 9x12 20:00
226 1 5-Mar FC_001 Mac Fiery 3 US 4x10 20:00
22/ 1 5-Mar GOREJX Mac Fiery 100 TD Tabloid 10:00 Would not open on CD Copy to HD and add qxd suffix FF3 03:00 CL
228 1 5-Mar JC_833 Mac Barco 20 UD 6X9 10.00
229 1 5-Mar JC_979 Mac Barco 40 UD 5x14 22:00
230 1 5-Mar JC_980 Mac Barco 50 UD 6.5x8 20:00
231 1 5-Mar JC 981 Mac Barco 60 UD 5.75X9 22:00
232 1 5-Mar JC 982 Mac Barco 50 UD 6.5x8 15:00
233 1 5-Mar JC 983 Mac Barco 50 UD 8.5x9 20:00
234 1 5-Mar JC_984 Mac Barco 60 UD 6 5x8 25 00
2.36 1 5-Mar JC_985 Mac Barco 40 UD 5x14 22.00
236 1 5-Mar JC^986 Mac Barco 50 UD 11x14 20:00
23/ 1 5-Mar JC 987 Mac Barco 60 UD 8x9 22:00
238 1 5-Mar JC 988 Mac- Barco 50 UD 5.75X9 15:00
239 1 5-Mar JC_989 Mac Barco 50 UD 5.75X9 20:00
240 1 5-Mar JC_990 Mac Barco 60 UD 8x9 25:00
241 1 5-Mar KB 002 PC Barco 2500 US 5.5x7 10:00 Typesetting changes
- Die Line added TS6 FE7 15:00 20:00 CI CL
242 1 5-Mar PI 006 PC Fiery 200 LD Letler 15:00 5 RGB Images Convert to CMYK GR2 10:00 CL
243 1 5-Mar PI 006 PC Fiery 200 LD Letler 05 00 Font substition Locate lonts and activate F12 15:00 OP
244 1 5-Mar SY_001 Mac Fiery 1800 US 11x14 48:00
245 1 5-Mar WRN.014 Mac Barco 500 UD 21x4.5 1000 Client changes TS6 10:00 CL
246 16-Mar CHDJ02 Mac Fiery 500 LS Letler 25:00 Missing Images GR6 50:00 -I
247 16-Mar EW 002 PC Fiery 220 XS Bos Cards 05:00 Type is wrong color Correct type color TS6 05:00 OP
248 16-Mar NEXUS 0 Mac Fiery 3 US 12x12 30:00
249 16-Mar PAD 001 PC Barco 25C MLS Letter 10:00 Typesetting requested by client TS6 10:00 CL
250 16-Mar SY 001 Mac Fiery 1800 US 11x14 10:00 Blue line around image Improper clipping path Fixed clipping palh GR13 10:00 CL
251 16-Mar SY.001 Mac Fiery 1800 US 11x14 05 00 Color correction GR3 05:00 OP
262 16-Mar SY 001 Mac Fiery I 800 US 11x14 05 00 Color correction GR3 05:00 OP
253 17-Mar Bl 020 Mac Barco 750 LD Letter 10:00
254 17-Mar CT 035 Mac Barco 50 UD 6x10 05:00 Typesetting correction TS6 15:00 OP
255 17-Mar NEW 001 Mac Barco 750 MLS Letler 10:00 Fonts did not load F12 05 00 OP
256 17-Mar NEW 001 Mac Barco 700 MLS Letter 06:00
257 17-Mar PT 008 PC Fiery 3 TD Tabloid 10:00 Missing fonts
- requires scans - requires layout F1 GR6 L7 10:00 25:00 25:00 CI CL CL
258 17-Mar SUS 001 PC Barco 500 UD 4.75x5.87 15:00 Fonts missing
- not efficient layout F1 L7 25.00 30:00 CL CL
259 17-Mar WEG 036 Mac Barco 60 MLS Letter 15:00
260 1 8-Mar Bl 022 Mac Barco 1000 LD Letler 05:00 Black m bleed nol the same as Image FE5 15 00 OP
261 18-Mar Bl 022 Mac Barco 1000 LD Letter 05:00
262 1 8-Mar FIRE 003 Mac Barco 150 LD Letter 10:00 1 RGB Image GR2 03:00 CI.
263 18-Mar MAH 006 PC Barco 200 LS Letter 05:00 Font Substituion Test by exporting EPS files F6 18:00 DP
264 18-Mar MAH 006 PC Fiery 200 LS Letter 15:00 Layout into PM65 Supplied Corel and exported EPS L1 05 00 CL
265 18-Mar MAH 006 PC Fiery 200 LS Letter 10:00 Missing fonts
- won't RIP on Fiery Move to Barco F1 RP1 05:00 15 00 CL P
266 18-Mar NEW 001 Mac Barco 750 MLD Letter 10:00 Graphics nol properly placed
- Duplexed wrong GR11 RP7 08:00 03:00 CL P
267 1 8-Mar PT 008 PC Fiery 500 TD Tabloid 05:00 Clipping path
- Insert color image - Imposition GR13 GR6 RP7 10:00 05:00 03:00 OP OP P
268 18-Mar RS 159 Mac Barco 500 US 4x6 25:00 Computer Crash - Move Text E1 TS6 03:00 02:00 H CL
269 18-Mar SUS 00 1 PC Barco 500 UD 4 75.5 875 10 00 Color correction GR3 05 00 CL
270 18-Mar XRX 020 Mac Fiery 3 TD Tabloid 10:00 Font substition
- Duplexed wrong F3 RP7 05:00 04:00 CL P
271 18-Mar XRX 020 Mac Fiery 3 TD Tabloid 05:00
272 22-Mar ASP 018 Mac Fiery 1500 LD Letter 35:00 Typeset changes and scanning requested by client TS6 46:00 CL
273 22-Mar Bl 022 Mac Barco 1000 LD Letler 10:00 Cant fit across web Change Page setup L2 15 00 OP
274 22-Mar FIRE 003 Mac Barco 150 LD Letler 15:00 Typesetting change
- remove two objects TS6 GR11 05:00 03:00 CL CL
276 22-Mar IDEA 023 Mac Barco 100 US 1x5 15:00
2/6 22-Mar IDEA 023 Mac Barco 100 US 3x1.5 15:00
27/ 22-Mar SCH 001 Mac Barco 250 LS Letler 05.00 Font substition Used menu Hem Instead ol font selction F10 05:00 CL
976 22-Mar SCH 001 Mac Barco 250 LS Letter 10:00
279 22-Mar WCJ 062 Mac Fiery 1225 UD 27x12 10:00 Rich Red
- Rich Black - Trapping X1 X4 15:00 P P
280 22-Mar WCJ 062 Mac Fiery 1225 MTD Tabloid 20:00 Rich Red






23-Mar CAD 002 Mac Fiery 1000 LS Letter 09:00
23-Mar CHD_003 Mac Fiery 1000 LS Letter 210:00 Scan, Layout, Clean Images, Layout
23-Mar CIMS 005 Mac Barco 200 XS Bos Cards 05:00 Layout into template
23-Mar GX 006 Mac Barco 50 TS Tabloid 10:00 Outlined type is B&W Re-typeset text TS6 20:00 CL
23-Mar RITRC 00 Mac Fiery 10 MUD 27x12 20:00
2H6 23-Mar RITRC 00 Mac Fiery 10 MUD 21x12 40:00
23-Mar SCH 001 Mac Barco 250 LS Letter 15:00 Missing Registration Marks GR15 15:00 CL
288 23-Mar UPAR.00' PC Barco 1200 US 5x7 10:00
289 23-Mar WCJ 062 Mac Fiery 1225 UD 27x12 10:00 Back to Front Imposition Keylines 15:00 03 00 P CL
290 23-Mar WCJ 062 Mac Fiery 1224 TD Tabloid 05 00 Change Reds to lesser values
X5R3 05:00 CL
99 1 23-Mar WCJ 062 Mac Fiery 1225 TD Tabloid 30 00 New File Provided
I 4













24-Ma UC_606 Mac Barco 15C LS Letter 10:00
-
Mac Barco 25 LD Letter 15:00
Mac Barco 5C US 8.5x9 15:00




Mac Barco 5C US 8.5x9 15:00
Mac Barco 5C UD 5.75x9 20:00
Mac Barco 4C UD 11x14 40:00
Mac Barco 5C LS Letter 15:00
3-",-:
Mac Barco 25C LS Letter 05:00 Logo Spread X4 15:00 P
CC_007 Mac Barco 10C US 8.25x8.5 60:00
304
CHD_003 Mac Fiery 100C LS Letter 05:00 Color correction - Typeset changes - trapping GR3 TS6 X4 10:00 10:00 05:00 CL CL OP







JC_1000 Mac Barco 5C LD Letter 15:00
Mac Barco 5C UD 5x10 10:00
JCJ97 Mac Barco 226 UD 8x9 10:00
Mac Barco 225 UD 6.5x8 10:00
JC_999 Mac Barco 225 US 9x8 10:00
PC Fiery 43C LS Letter 05:00 Trapping X4 10:00 P
PC Fiery 43C MLS Letter 3 40:00 Color Correct GR3 45:00 CL
313
INHS 003 Mac Barco 53C UD 6x23 15:00
Mac Barco 25C LD Letter 10:00




5-Ap HANN 00 Mac Barco 100C LD Letler 20:00
JC 1007 Mac Barco 5C UD 6X11 20:00
JC_1008 Mac Barco 5C UD 6X11 20:00
5-Ap PAD.002 Mac Barco 10C UD 27x12 15:00 Layout too large for web Relayout documenl L7 20 00 CL
5-Ap
5 Ap






6-Ap HANN 00 Mac Barco 100C LD Letter 05:00 Jaggy Type
-
Drop Shadow Problems GRI2 60:00 CL
6-Ap OAKJJ15 PC Barco 21C MLS Letter 7 10:00 Images too dark and flat GR3 35:00 CL
7-Ap COG_001 Mac Fiery 10C MLS Letter 12 50:00 Orange and green do not match proof Color Correct GR3 15:00 OP
7-Ap FTEX_006 Mac Fiery 50C LD Letler 10:00
7-Ap HANN 00 Mac Barco 100C LD Letler 05:00 Photos too light GR3 15 00 CL
.191:
3.37
7-Ap HANN_00 Mac Barco 100C LD Letter 05:00 Ja99y Type
-
Drop Shadow Problems GR12 30 00 CL




7-Ap JC_1010 Mac Barco 5C UD 5.5x14 40:00
7-Ap JC_1011 Mac Barco 5C UD 6x11 27:00
7-Ap JC_1012 Mac Barco 5C UD 5 5x I 4 20:00
7-Ap MP.025 Mac Fiery 100C US 9x12 07 00
3 32
33 3
7-Ap NT_003 PC Fiery 25 MLD Letler 4 10 00
7-Ap RITRCJO Mac Barco 12 MUD 27.5x12 10 30 00
.034 7-Ap WCJ_065 Mac Fiery 82C MUD 8.75x5.75 2 07:00
335 7-Ap XM_001 PC Barco 5C MUD 1 33x20 3 45:00 Missing fonts
-
Missing graphics Fl GR6 25:00 40:00 CI CL
336 7-Ap XRX_021 Mac Fiery l oc LD Letter 10:00 Poor color in dark regions Color Correct GR3 25 00 CL
J3/ 8-Ap CLAJ01 Mac Barco 25C TS Tabloid 20:00
3 36 8-Ap CLA 001 Mac Fiery 25C TS Tabloid 05:00 Gradations did not print on Barco Sent to Fiery RP8 05:00 P
133 8-Ap COG 001 Mac Fiery 10C MLS Letter 12 05:00 Forgot to send all the pages PM7 10:00 WF
340 8-Ap JC_1013 Mac Barco 245 UD 6x9 10:00
.14 1 8-Ap SAX_001 Mac Barco 10C LD Leller 03:00
.142 8-Ap VPAC_00S PC Fiery 3 UD 29 1 I 20 00 Back page imposition Fonts missing Rotate back page manually RP7 F1 05:00 05:00 P OP
343 8-Ap WCJ 066 Mac Fiery 1000 ID Letter 20 00 Colors must malch previous version GR3 05:00 OP
344 8-Ap WCJ_066 Mac Fiery 1000 LTJ Letler 05-00 Proofed simplex when should be duplexed PM7 05:00 WF
149 8 Ap XRX 021 Mac Fiery 100 LD Letlet 05:00 Color correction required GR3 15:00 CL
346 9-Ap BOK 00 , Mac Fiery 500 XD Bus Card 15:00 Typeset changes requested by client TS6 1500 OP
34/ 9-Ap CHD_001 Mac Fiery 3 LS Letter 05:00 Typeset changes requested by client TS6 04:00 CL
346 12-Ap BOK 015 Mac Barco 150 LD Letler 60:00
14':, 12-Ap BP 037 PC Barco 100 LD Letter 07 00
350 12-Ap IF 024 Mac Barco 300 UD 16.5x5 23 00
351 12 Ap JC 1014 Mac Barco 50 UD 10.3 21:00
12-Ap JC 1015 Mac Barco 50 UD 9x9.5 21:00
353 12-Ap MIN 013 Mac Fiery 20C TD Tabloid 10:00 Color correction required GR3 15:00 CL
354 12-Ap RGE.001 PC Fiery 250 MUD 9 063x1 1 14 40:00
168 12-Ap I.IHAH 00 PC Barco 1400 UD 8 5x5 5 15 00 Match old color on previous version Look up old values GR3 05 00 OP
156 12 Ap URAR
00' PC Barco 1400 US 4.24x5.5 15:00 Match old color on previous version Look up old values GR3 05:00 OP
357 12-Ap URAH





WEG.039 Mac Barco 40 US 12x20 1 5 00 Too Large for beeds Size to include bleeds FE5 15:00 CL
XM 016 PC Barco 100 MUD 10x12 20:00 Would not RIP on Fiery Sent to Barco RP1 25:00 P
360 12 Apr XRTX2_0( PC Fiery 610 MLS Letter 14 20:00 Document created in PowerPoint AP2 15:00 s
162 13 Apr BP 037 PC Barco 100 LD Letter 05:00 Font corrupt Substilute with Universe with Futura F2 15:00 s
30 3 13-Apr BPJ37 PC Barco 100 LD Letler 05.00 Won't Rip Laser Writer 4 2 problem Use Fiery driver with Xeikon PPD RP1 25:00 P
364 13-Apr EG_006 Mac Barco 250 LD Letler 20:00 JPEG not supported - Relayout FF1 L1 10 00 05:00 s OP
365
366
1 3 Apr EG 006 Mac Barco 250 UD 9x6.75 03:00 Graphic did not print - Keyline did print Graphic on wrong layer Move graphic lo coirect layer Remove keyline GR17 GR11 10 00 05:00 1.1 CL
13-Apr HYPE 001 Mac Fiery 250 MLS Letter 20:00
367 13-Apr JC 1015 Mac Barer 50 UD 9x9.5 20:00
368 13-Apr JC 1016 Mac Barco 50 UD 6.75x11 23 00
)69 1 3-Apr JC 1017 Mac Barco 50 UD 8.5x5.5 08:00
370 13-Apr JC 1019 Mac Barco 50 UD 5 75x10 13:00
371 13-Apr ORB 008 Mac Fiery 65 US 9x12 10:00 Red text requires trapping X4 03:00 p
3/2 13-Apr TAG 009 Mac Fiery 50 TS Tabloid 1 0 00
373 13-Apr URAR 00! PC Barco 1000 US 4.25x5.5 03:00 Wrong page set up L2 25:00 OP
.! 74 13-Apr WCJ 067 Mac Barco 710 LD Letter 20:00
375 14 Apr GC 006 Mac Barco 250 LD Letter 03:00 Image had shadow on wrong side Flip image as requeted by client GR3 05:00 CL
)76 14-Apr JC 1018 Mac Barco 50 LS Letter 06:00
377 14-Apr JC 1020 Mac Barco 50 UD 5.75x9 10:00
378 14-Apr JC 1021 Mac Barco 50 UD 8.5x11.5 12:00
379 14-Apr RGE 001 PC Fiery 250 MUD 9.063x11 14 05:00 Replace photo GR7 10:00 CL
)80 14-Apr SY 002 viae 3arco 3 LD Letter 20:00 Font conflicts
- Rich Red & Black F3 X5 25 00 10:00 CL P
Ml
182
14-Apr '//EG 0 39 Mac Barco 40 US 12x20 05 00 Typeset change
- Anti-flair TS6 X5 95 00 05:00 CL P
14-Apr XRXF 01 c Mac Barco 200 TS Tabloid 05 00
383 14-Apr XRXF 01C viae 3arco 200 UD 13x9.125 05:00
184
IBS
15-Apr RS 160 Mac Barco 125 LS Leller 50:00
1 5-Apr TAG 009 Mac Fiery 50 TS Tabloid 02:00 Rotated 90 degrees Wrong PPD used RP9 05:00 P
6.6 16-Apr BSL 011 Mac Jery 210 UD 15.125x9 15:00
9-, 16-Apr BOK 015 viae Barco 150 LD Letter 10:00 Typesetting changes TS6 10:00 OP
16-Apr IZD 001 viae Fiery 10 UD 23875x10 20:00 |
C-5
Job Data From February Through April 1999
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S
T U V W X
16-Apr IZD.001 Mac Fiery 10 MUD 16x10.25 2 20:00
16-Apr IZD_001 Mac Fiery 10 US 7.5x10 20:00
l-l 1
3.93
16-Apr PRKJ01 Mac Barco 250 UD 11x25.25 25:00
XRXPJ03Mac Fiery 65 MLS Letler 20:00











Fiery 500 UD 25.5x11 30:00 Trapping
- Antillalr - image linking













































Replace photo GR7 05:00 CL
19-Apr IZDJ01 Mac Fiery 10 MUD 16x10.25 03:00 Rich blacks X1 60:00 P
4-3_
633
19-Apr PRK_001 Mac Barco 250 UD 11x25.25 10:00 New file provided
19-Apr TAGJJ09 Mac Fiery 50 TS Tabloid 03:00 Colors must match previous version GR3 10:00 OP
i'_




21 -Apr BG_073 Mac Fiery 95 LS Letter 10:00
21 -Apr BG_074 Mac Fiery 1000 LS Letter 05:00
21 -Apr BP 041 PC Fiery 3000 UD 4x6 15:00 TS6 05:00 CL
JOB 21 -Apr HH_015 PC Fiery 35 US 6.25x4.5 05:00
4,i9 21 -Apr HH_015 PC Fiery 35 US 5.5x4 05:00
4 93
411
21-Apr JC_1028 Mac Barco 50 LS Letter 05:00
21-Apr JC 1029 Mac Barco 50 UD 5.5x8.5 11:00
-112 21-Apr NAZ 002 Mac Fiery 500 LD Letter 10:00
41 r 21-Apr PB 039 PC Fiery 100 UD 4x3.5 05:00 Layout to make efficent use of web L7 15:00 CL
4 1 4 21-Apr RC.010 Mac Fiery 500 TD Tabloid 10:00 Text removal requested by client TS6
03:00 CL
4C. 21 Apr RC_010 Mac Fiery 500 TD Tabloid 15:00
4 1 t 21-Apr RC 010 Mac Fiery 1050 UD 1.5x6 05:00 Layoul lo make efficent use of web L7 15:00 OP
417 22-Apr BG 073 Mac Fiery 95 LS Letter 04:00 Convert reds to rich red XI 10:00
P
418 22 Apr BG.073 Mac Fiery 75 LS Letter 05:00 Won't RIP Corrupt lonl caused PS error Substitute with different font RP1 15 00
P
4 1 9 22-Apr EW 001 PC Barco 165 TD Tabloid 05:00
120 22-Apr KB 007 Mac Fiery 250 XS Bus Card 20:00
121 22-Apr KB 007 Mac Fiery 500 XS Bus Card 30:00
1 22-Apr PRK 002 Mac Fiery 3 MUS 5.75x7.75 20:00
-J , 22-Aor RC 010 Mac Fiery 525 TD 20:00 XI 03:00
'




22-Apr WCJ 069 Mac Fiery 115 LD Letler 05:00 GR3 10:00
OP
48, 23-Apr JEM 001 Mac Fiery 1300 UD 4x6 20.00
-19 7 23-Apr PT 009 500 us 7x11 20 00
4--H 23-Apr PT 009 500 US 7x11 04 00 X5 07:00 P
139 23-Apr ZD 008 Mac Fiery 6000 UD 4.125x6 45:00
4 10 26-Apr EGG 007 Mac N-24 1000 US 5.5x8.5 05:00
4.31 26-Apr ENT 004 PC Fiery 310 LD Letler 10.00
26-Apr ENT 005 PC Fiery 500 XS Bus Card 10:00 Layoul into template L1 05:00
OP
133 26-Apr PSE 001 Mac Fiery 100 UD 8x9 10:00 Missing file
- Match colors on proof PM1 GR4 20:00 10:00 WF
OP
494 26-Apr RS 158 Mac Barco 130 MXD 4.75x4.74 2 15:00
13- 26-Apr URAR 01 PC 125 LD Letter 15:00 Required scans and image linking GR6 GR16
20:00 10:00 CL OP
i 16 26-Apr XM 016 PC 50 UD 12x14 40:00 Missing fonts
-
Missing graphics
- Required layool F1b GR6 LI 15:00 15:00 .30 00 CL CL CL
4 33-
: 36
27-Apr IA 008 Mac Barco 3 UD 11.25x17. 07:00
27-Apr JC 1011 Mac Barco 30 UD 6x11 05 00
39 27 Apr JC 1030 Mac Barco 50 UD 6.5x9.5 12 00
440 27 Apr JC 1031 Mac Barco 50 UD 6.5x9.5 09:00
441 27-Apr JC 1032 Mac Barco 50 UD 6.5x9.5 10:00
143 27-Apr KB 008 Mac Fiery 60 LD Letter 08:00
443 27-Apr LYNN 00! Mac Fiery 200 LS Letter 05 00
444 28-Apr JC 560 Mac Barco 50 UD 6X9 05 00
445 28-Apr JC 965 Mac Barco 50 UD 6X9 05:00
44f 28-Apr PSE 001 Mac Fiery 100 UD 8X9 10:00 Wrong file used Use new correct file PM6
1000
947 28-Apr SD 003 Mac Fiery 250 UD 21.25x11 10:00
446 29-Apr JC 1033 Mac Barco 40 UD 7x14 25:00
-149
29-Apr JC 1034 Mac Barco 50 UD 8x8 14:00
461 29-Apr JC 1035 Mac Barco 40 UD 7x14 18:00
461 29-Api KB 004 Mac Fiery 1300 US 3x3 10:00 No bleeds
- Layout to make efllecent use of web FE6 L7 10:00 1 5 00 CL OP
"
, 29-Apr MAS 001 Mac Fiery 50 US 5.5x8.5 20:00
4
6-
29-Apr URAR 00 PC Fiery 1000 UD 8x11 15 00
164 29-Apr WCJ 070 Mac Fiery 3 UD 8.5x22 25:00
15' 29-Apr XM 016 PC Fiery 100 UD 10x12 15:00
1-6 30 Apr RC 011 Mac Fiery 300 TD Tabloid 05 00
1 ,7 30-Apr RC 012 Mac Fiery 50 TD Tabloid 15:00
163 30-Apr RC 013 Mac Fiery 300 TD Tabloid 05:00
4 6-1 30-Apr SCG 001 Mac Fiery 1500 US 4x6 60:00
401
461 Frequecy Frequecy Total Sheets Frequency Percent Single
Total Columbus Jobs Problem Jobs
46- Barco 258589 LS/LD LS/LD 390 7187:00
77 260 3320:00 743:00 121:00 10:00 143 44 1 1
463 77 358 242 Avg 51 11.11 Multi Avg
Percenl Percent Avg is total time / problem jobs
U- 4 17% Percent Percent 565 73 15.90 68 15:42
16.77559913 56 64488
78.17 52.84 TS/TD TS/TD
computer Cat 0




100 215 33 7.19
Real Error Rate PC US
Percent US/UD US/UD
68.06282723
-169 21.83 46.94 65 14.16

















































Catagory Count and Average Times
Count AP2 AP5 E1 FF1 FF3 PM1 PM3 PM6 PM7 Count F1 F1a F1b F2 F3 F5 F6 F8 F10 F12
CL 3 CL 5 1 2 3 1 1 1 2
OP 1 OP 1 1 2 5
P 1 P
S 2 1 1 S 1 1 1
WF 2 2 2 6 WF
Total 2 1 1 1 3 2 2 3 6 Total 6 1 2 1 3 1 3 4 2 5





12:30 12:30 12:30 06:00
Time F1 F1a F1b F2 F3 F5 F6 F8 F10 F12
15:00 15:00 10:00 10:40 05:00 30:00 15:00 06:00







Total 22:30 05:00 05:00 10:00 08:40 12:30 12:30 13:20 06:00 Total 13:20 15:00 10:00 15:00 10:40 05:00 21:00 08:45 06:00 12:00
Master AP2 AP5 E1 FF1 FF3 PM1 PM3 PM6 PM7 Master F1 F1a F1b F2 F3 F5 F6 F8 F10 F12
CL 3
08:40
CL 5 12 3 111













S 2 1 1
22:30 05:00 10:00
S 1 1 1 1
15:00 15:00 05:00







2 1 1 1 3 2 2 3 6 Total
Time
6 1 2 1 3 1 3 4 2
22:30 05:00 05:00 10:00 08:40 12:30 12:30 13:20 06:00 13:20 15:00 10:00 15:00 10:40 05:00 21:00 08:45 06:00 12:00
D-2
Catagory Count and Average Times
Count GR1 GR2 GR3 GR4 GR6 GR7 GR10 GR11 GR12 GR13 GR15 GR16 GR17 Count FE1 FE2 FE5 FE6
FE7 L1
CL 12 35 8 14 5 1 7 6 1 3 1 1 CL 1 6 3
4 12




s 1 S _^^___
WF 1 WF
Total 1 12 56 12 16 5 1 11 6 3 3 3 5 Total 1 1 9
3 4 22
Time GR1 GR2 GR3 GR4 GR6 GR7 GR10 GR11 GR12 GR13 GR15 GR16
06:30 13:18 11:30 24:13 11:00 10:00 11:30 20:30 10:00 11:40 02:00






Time FE1 FE2 FE5 FE6 FE7 L1
CL CL 10:00 07:00 07:40
11:30 12:32






Total 05:00 06:30 11:28 10:35 21:49 11:00 10:00 09:14 20:30 18:40 11:40 10:40 06:54 Total 10:00 20:00
09:40 07:40 11:30 14:48
Master GR1 GR2 GR3 GR4 GR6 GR7 GR10 GR11 GR12 GR13 GR15 GR16 GR17 Master FE1 FE2
FE5 FE6 FE7 L1
CL 12 35 8 14 5 1 7 6 1 3 1 1
06:30 13:18 11:30 24:13 11:00 10:00 11:30 20:30 10:00 11:40 02:00 10:00
CL 1 6 3 4 12
10:00 07:00 07:40 11:30 12:32
H H
OP 1 21 4 2 4 2 13
05-00 08:26 08:45 05:00 05:15 23:00 10:00 06:30

















12 16 5 1 11 6 3 3 3 5 Total
Time
1 1 9 3 4 22
05:00 06:30 11:28 10:35 21:49 11:00 10:00 09:14 20:30 18:40
11:40 10:40 06:54 10:00 20:00 09:40 07:40 11:30 14:48
D-3
Catagory Count and Average Times
L2 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 TS2 TS4 TS6 TS7 Count RP1 RP3 RP5 RP7 RP8 RP9 X1 X4 X5
X6
1 4 1 6 1 2 1 37 CL 2
2 2 3 2 1 7 1 OP




3 4 1 3 9 1 6 3 44 1 Total 4 1 1 10 3 1 12 8 6
2
L2 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 TS2 TS4 TS6 TS7 Time RP1 RP3 RP5 RP7 RP8 RP9 X1 X4 X5
X6
07:30
20:00 03:00 03:00 04:12 05:00 05:00 15:06 06:22 05:50 03:00
15:00 15:00 45:00 20:50 10:00 21:30 07:00 15:00 CL




18:20 15:00 45:00 11:40 17:47 10:00 13:00 04:40 13:52 10:00 Total 20:00 03:00 03:00 04:12 05:00 05:00 13:50
06:22 05:50 03:00








1 2 1 37

















P 4 1 1 10 3 1 10 8 6 2





3 4 1 3 9 1 6 3 44 1 Total
Time
4 1 1 10 3 1 12 8 6 2
18:20 15:00 45:00 11:40 17:47 10:00 13:00 04:40 13:52 10:00
20:00 03:00 03:00 04:12 05:00 05:00 13:50 06:22 05:50 03:00
D-4
APPENDIX C: C-CODES AND AVG. TIMES V PLATFORM
E-l

























































2 1 2 1 3 2 2 3 6 6 1 2 1 2 1 3 4 2 5
22:30 05:00 04:00 10:00 08:40 12:30 12:30 13:20 06:00 13:20 15:00 10:00 15:00 15:00 05:00 21:00 08:45 06:00 12:00
AP2 AP5 E1 FF1 FF3 PM1 PM3 PM6 PM7 F1 F1a F1b F2 F3 F5 F6 F8 F10 F12
1 1 1 2 1 3 6 1 1 2 3 2 4
2 1 1 2 1 6 1 1 1 3 1 1

























































13 2 3 1


















10:00 17:45 12:12 10:00
3 2
21:40 04:00
1 1 9 3 2 22 3 4 1 3 9 1 6 3 44 1 4 1 1 10
10:00 20:00 09:40 07:40 11:30 15:34 18:20 15:00 45:00 11:40 17:47 10:00 12:57 04:40 13:52 10:00 20:00 03:00 03:00 04:12
1
FE1 FE2 FE5 FE6 FE7 L1 L2 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 TS2 TS4 TS6 TS7 RP1 RP3 RP5 RP7
1 1 7 2 1 13 2 3 1 2 6 2 3 29 1 1 18
2 1 1 9 1 1 1 3 14 15 1 3 2








L1 L2 L4 L5








TS2 TS4 TS6 TS7
03:20 04:40 14:43
10:00 17:45 12:12 10:00
RP1 RP3 RP5 RP7
15:00 03:00 03:00 04:15
21:40 04:00
10:00 20:00 09:40 07:40 11:30 15:34 18:20 15:00 45:00 11:40 17:47 10:00 12:57 04:40 13:52 10:00 20:00 03:00 03:00 04:12
E-2
Correction Codes and Average Times Versus Platform











































1 12 56 12 12 1 16
05:00 07:45 11:20 10:35 31:15 11:00 10:00 07:26 20:30 18:40 1 1 :40 10:40 14:10
GR1 GR2 GR3 GR4 GR6 GR7 GR10 GR11 GR12 GR13 GR15 GR16 GR17
46 10 12
10
12 56 12 12 16
GR1 GR2 GR3 GR4 GR6 GR7 GR10 GR11 GR12 GR13 GR15 GR16 GR17
05:00 07:33 10:26 09:42 33:20 11:15 10:00 06:45 20:30 23:00 15:00 14:10
08:20 15:30 15:00 29:10 10:00 09:30 10:00 10:00 10:40
05:00 07:45 11:20 10:35 31:15 11:00 10:00 07:26 20:30 18:40 11:40 10:40
14:10















3 1 11 8 6 2
05:00 05:00 15:05 06:22 05:50 03:00
RP8 RP9 X1 X4 X5 X6
3 1 9 6 6 2
2 2











05:00 05:00 15:05 06:22 05:50 03:00
E-3





























































































































Avg/Job Average Prep Time Prep
532 532 14:07 $ 77.01
579 579 12:49 $ 111.92
112 224 08:00 $ 33.10
466 932 11:40 $ 177.20
596 596 13:17 $ 85.44
387 387 15:19 $ 77.04
175 175 17:12 $ 29.48
1362 1362 08:48 $ 256.24
231 1297 26:48 $ 185.24
443 1787 31:22 $ 342.73
1072 4532 48:45 $ 859.04
109 1158 15:55 $ 162.74
109 894 20:56 $ 173.19
725 1450 10:00 $ 200.50
31 62 15:00 $ 16.48





























































































































































































Average Percentage of Production Costs
















)S S = 29.30%
P+C % at
$79.63
$118.01
$35.65
$182.39
$89.29
$81.09
$31.86
$260.63
$188.30
$339.26
$867.43
$166.73
$181.13
$200.50
$0.60
24.95
24.56
26.53
23.58
24.97
25.25
30.34
23.05
24.20
22.87
23.06
24.00
24.41
23.05
24.63
o
/o at $1.00
14.97
15.44
15.92
14.83
14.98
15.87
18.20
14.50
14.52
14.38
14.50
14.40
15.35
13.83
15.12
F-2
